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The court house was the scene of
considerable Interest Saturday when
the guardianship of Cleo Leird, 13
year old son of J. A. Leird of
was determined in the Probate
Court.
Cleo' mother died when he was
only a few years old, and for seven
years he lived with his grandmother,
Later his father
Mrs Ida Stafford.
carried and Cleo lived with his father.
Recently the boy Inherited an estate of approximately $15,000, and
Mrs. Stafford was appointed guardian. Suit was brought to determine
the guardianship of the boy, and the
court ruled that the father should be
'he guardian of his son. -
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LIVELY MEETING STAGED
BY KIWANIANS WEDNESDAY
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THEY'VE REALLY STARTED

GOVERNOR OF STATE

Bell-vie-

Law Pasted by Legislature Eliminates
$2,000 Tax Exemption GrantMan.
ed to
.

I

GUARDIANSHIP CASE
CAUSES MUCH INTEREST

CUT

TAX EXEMPTION

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
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Makes Trip to Washington.
Will Remain in Clevis.
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Every member who attended the
Kiwanis Club luncheon Wednesday
was given a beautiful gold Kiwanis
pin by J- - R. Denhof , of the Denhof
Jewelry Co. This was a gift thut
wis very much appreciated by every
Kiwanian.
A feature of the day'a entertainment program was a debate between
two teams of the club, tho question
being: . "Resolved that doctors are
more beneficial to a community than
lawyers." Fred E. Dennis chnmpioned
the lawyers' side of the argument and
Dr. A. L. Dillon stood up. for the
doctors. Both speakers ninde excellent talks. Carl A. Hatch was delegated to plead for the affirmative
nido of the question and Dr. Wairincr
for the negative but each refused to
turn traitor to his profession and laid
down on the job. Cash Rumcy, Alex
Shipley and W. H. Duckworth were
named as judges. Mr. Runny maintained that after hearing the arguments that he believed the community would lie belter off without either,
Mr. Shipley decided in favor ef the
lawyers and Mr. Duckworth stayed by
'he doctors, admitting that he had
formed his. opinion before the speakers, commenced to' tulk, and that he
was influenced more or less by peculiar business rensons.
W. I. I.uikart gave the oral boost
of the day,

FROM AMARILLO FIELD

After yean of deliberation,
columns of notices, red tape and
protests, paving work in Clovis
has actually started. The curb
and gutter crew is busy this
week on Munroe avenue, with a
big concrete mixer 'n everythFollowing this will come
ing.
the grading, foundation and surfacing crews, and some morning
we'll wake up with twenty
blocks of brand new paving.

Ed R. Mayer asks Bonus of $250,000
to Finance Pipo Lin From Tex-a- s
Panhandle lo Clovis.

Ted R. Mayer, civil engineer from
Lieutenant-Governo- r
W. H. DuckSanta Fc, N. M., April 6. Discovwas in Clovis Tuesday night
Amarillo
GovtWs
is
week
worth of this city
ery has been made that the senate
and met with the directors of the
ernor Duckworth. Gov. Mechem left
committee substitute for house bill
Chamber of Commerce and some of
(Tuesday night for Washington to be
No. 100, which is the new revenue
the business men of the city and disgone for a week or more and (luring
code, passed by the last legislature,
cussed the proposition of piping na- repeals the exemption of $2,000 that
11,.. hi,, .rll
,,..!
M'K fto
.Ulill fSo int. f'l..i
viv. y I I uiii
had lie en granted to all former service
Mr, Mayer
of
Amarillo.
fields
north
men. Judge Reed Hollman, of the
has under advisement a plan to run
first district court, 'had ordered that
a gas line from Amarillo to Cm, yon
assessors in the district allow the exand from there would run one line
emption. It will be necessury now to
t
south to I'lainview and another by
rescind that order. Nothing can be
way of Hereford and
done to remedy the mistake until the CHI!,D RESCUES INFANT.
Mr. Mayer outlined his
to
Clovis.
whicn
legislature,
of
the
next session
FROM FLAMES FRIDAY
plans before the meeting which was
probably will not be convened until
held at the offices of the Union Mort- Districts Five and Six Combined,
February, 1!)22.
Maud Miles, ten year old daughter
gage Company. He says the Ama-- r
Making a Total of Twelve Road
of Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Miles, proved
Ho field would supply gas for this
Units. Salary it Fixed.
CAMPING GROUND PLANNED
Friday
afterherself a real heroine
entire section for a long time to come
ON AEO PASS HIGHWAY. noon by rescuing the six months old
and that it is not impractical to pipe
12, 14
School districts 4", 2K,
child of Mrs. Argie Parker when the
gas this far. He expects to finance and 10 were consolidated into road
District Highway Engineer J. B. Miles home on south Kdwanls street
his proposition with eastern capital district No. 0, eliminating former
Easter of Santa Rosa has been in burned to the ground.
but would ask a bonus of every town ' road district No. S, by order of the
Clovis this week looking after mat- Mrs.
daughter,
Mrs.
Mihs and her
,
along the line to help finunco the Hoard of County Commissioners,
ten n connection with road improve-- v
an(, (h(
.
venture. With the kind of line Mr Monday. This leaves a total of twelve
ment on the Abo highwey west of
,n tht houflli
Tho ch,w.
wM a
.1,1
l,
t
t,v uuiivi
i i,..,i
it(i
nwj'iii in
l.lovis. iur. r.asier says mrougn me run were playing in the neighborhood
nn.l itn nuuiw road 'liuti-i.'tiv .',!
require a bonus of some $20,000
assistance of the county commission- when the flames wore discovered, and
The board approved the election
from the towns between here and of the following road overseers for
ers of Roosevelt county and the land little Maud Miles rushed into the
a
Hereford, however, he admitted by the various districts:
owners along the
house and saved the baby.
decreasing the capacity of the pipe
change has been made in lh road
A. C. Pace, 11.
HOX. W. H. DUCKWORTH
The housi was a frame structure
JONES AND CURLESS AT
lines this amount could be cut down.
B. C. Turner, 7.
that will result in shortening the and burned down within a few minHu's Governor Now.
STRATFORD ROAD MEETjx0 action was taken on the matter at
route and making the highway better. utes. A few of the household goods
Oscar McGruder, fl.
tho meeting Tuesday night as this
This change is made six miles est were saved. The house was too far this time Mr. Duckworth will be
J. A. (iondson, 2.
Bei t Cur!ess and D. W. Jones, pres. more money than could likely be raisof Melrose und the road will contin-- l
A..l. Koss, !).
governor
state.
the
of
lout of the water range for the fire
Mn.l and fecrutnry of the Clovis ed ut this time regardless of how
J.'C. Faulk, 10.
lie west instead of going north. Mr. department to do any effective work,
Although at present governor ofj
y
Wednes-daChamber of Commerce left
much good natural gas would do
Raster savs Mr. J. B, C'att has dunat- - l.t.t tti.i ..hiit.i lou
Polk Horton, 11.
nriiViml nil New Mexico, Mr. Duckworth does not'
for Stratford, Texas, where they Clovis.
ed land for a camping ground along
J. W. Thompson, 8.
to
go
mutters
plan
unless
Fe
to
Santa
,.; hnorhllod
f,.om
meetwill
road
important
attend an
J. F. Mitchell. 12.
the new route and a well will be putt
of urgent necesj'.ly come up. He
Delegates from Amarillo .''nd
ing.
BUILDING SIDEWALKS
C. L. Stnnfieid, t
uown nun a suiiuniu kiujiuk
will transact official mailers from
many towns in Texas will be there,
for tourists. According to Mr. TWO PRISONERS SENT
These oversees are ordered ti givo
Clovis and the people of the Magic'
and plans will be made for marking
Quite a few cement walks are be- - bond within n reasonable length of
Easter $10,000 is now available for
TO SANTA FE SUNDAY City are feeling a little chesty this
the southern highway from Stratford, ing put in at several places intown!
putting the Abo Highway in shape,
time after road machinery is placed
week on ncount of the city iteing the
Amarillo to Clovis.
now. These inmpovements add much in their charge.
including this change in the route,
Sheriff S. D. Dean left Sunday home of the governor.
through
Compensation fixed
to the value of property's well as the for
and tlvs will put the highway in fine morv'njrrwith two prisoners, convicied
cv.cr.'crrs is $!),00 per day for man
INTSRiZST
SHOWN
ilTTLE
of
public.
the
Whenthv
cmivenicnce
and tt 'im, $2.ri for mun, and $7.00
condition with the exception of one in the prer.i;,t term of District Court, PLANS COMPLETED FOK
IN SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION shvit paving is completed and Clovis
j Thi'y will he turned over to the slate
place.
for m ti and two teams. It was orRURAL SCHOOL CONTESTS
gets a good many more blocks ef ce-- I
The work now contemplated!. on penitent'ary authorities for terms ef
The school bnard election passed ment sidewalks, there wjli be a dered that in no cise should a road
Every rural school in the county
overseer incur more expense to his
the highway will be under the di- one year each. Jose A. Morin was
off quietly Tuesday. A ticket comrection of Head Foreman I,. T. Nutt. convicted of forging n signature on a will be represented in the field anf posed of G. P. Kuykendnll, S. A. marked improvement in the appear. district than funds for that district
Santa Fe pay check in December, and forensic meet which will be held in Jones and A. W. Hoikenhull was pre ancc of the citf.
would cover.
CLAIM PANHANDLE WEL L
S
j,, y. Saunders plead guilty to the Clovis next Saturday under the
it evidently met with faand
sented
IN
CLOVIS
VISITS
REAL OIL PRODUCER cnH.j,c 0r breaking into Mastersnn'm rection of the Curry County Athletic
MARKING HIGHWAY FROM
vor for out of 126 votes cost only
Association. Plans have been com
store in January.
PLAINVIEW TO CLOVIS
Red
P.M.Ruleau,
former
Mrs.
registered.
vote
O'ss
was
d;ssenting
one
I! "ports coming in indicate that the
pleted, events scheduled, and everyin
representative
district,
this
w'l!
field
coming
the
The board for
yeni
Texas Panhandle bus established its
thing is in readiness for the youngThe F. F. F. Highway is now being
be composed of W. B. Cramer, Jno, spent a few days in Clovis this we'k.
claim to an oil f'eld, with the bringing;
marked from Ft. Worth, Texas, lo a
sters.
has
with
been
connected
the
not
named
She
men
the
threu
O.
and
Prilchard
in of the (iuif No. 2, near IVihaudic,
During ihe. morn nir ard a'ternoon
connection with the
VUlllilla! IIIIIMI1IW I sail W
above. They are good business men lied Cross since last November, nnd
Texas, Tuesday.
in New Mexico,
the nihil !c i. cuts yrtl, ne held on
The route
af- for the pnst month has been visiting Highway
the
to
handle
qualified
well
and
KKIO
in
FUR
feet
WIFIRFR'iMP
Wednesday, oil stood
gets its name from the fact that it
football field northiast of the
'the
Elida.
near
'.'hool
district.
I VII
fairs of 'the
IVIblJIHIall Willi W III f I High School building,
the hole, which encountered the sec
begins at Fort Worth, passes through
and in the afond oil sand at 11,01. feet. The well
will
held
ternoon
be
preliminaries
Farwell and ultimately ends at Sun
the
Fred
S.
Organirer,
National
is more than thirty miles northeast
in the forensic events. In the evening
I''llineico.
Campaign
with
will
Ainitt
of Amarillo and is north and east of
Mr. S. T. Lawrence pf Farwell and
the forensic finals will be h"ld in the
18th.
April
15th
to
From
the big gas field.
I). W. Jones, secretary of the ChamH'gh School auditorium. An admisi
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The Curry County Farm and Live
EPWORTH LEAGUE FORMS
BASE BALL TEAM Stock Bureau will start its drive foi
.
S. Fred
r.u mbcrs April 15th, and
A baseball team has been organized Cummings of the American Farm
the members of the Kpworth volll, ('deration will be here ta as- Lengue of the Methodist church and gjst
tn0 fjr!,t three days of the cam- the team Txpects to be reudy to play pnign, according to announcements
games soon. The object will be to made this week.
promote clean sport and it i hoped
Mr. Cummings is a speaker and orthat other teams will be formed ganizer of nation wide repute, and no
among the membership of the other farmer or business mun can afford to
churches in limn and a series of miss hearing him , He has just comgames arranged. .Rev. Freeman, pas- pleted a successful, cumpaign in Aritor of the Methodist church says the zona.
t
team just organized expects to have a
Mr. Cummings is thoroughly exgame with a like team from Amarillo perienced nnd informed in the great
No games will be played on work of the American Farm Bureau
soon.
Sunday.
Federation is doing for the farmers
throughout the United States and
BEN C. DAVISSON GIVEN
what it is able to do for farmers in
THREE YEARS AND COSTS New Mexico.

-

I

j

'

Ben C. Davisson, former treasurer
of Chaves conuty, was sentenced to
three years In the state penitentiary
and pay costs of suit, by Judge Sam
G. Bratton of the Fifth Judicial District, at 10 o'clock Friduy morning,
following conviction March 2"th for
embe7.zleme.ht
of Chaves county
funds.
L. O. Fullen, fc:mer district attorney, counsel for the deferise, stated tho case would be appealed to the
supreme court.

Tho marketing program of the
Americnn Farm Bureau Federation is
making rapid progress, and every
farmer will want to know what it is
doing that will help the marketing in
Curry County. Marketing
is the
leading item of interest now.
The following schedule of meetings during Mr. Cummings' stay in
Curry County has boerf worked out by
CountyAgcnt E. C. Hollinger, and
every farmer in the county is urged to
attend at least one of these meetings.
Pleasant Hill, Friday, April 15th,
2 :30 p. m.

INSTALLS NEW PLANT

Bellview, Friday, April 15th, 7:30
G. A. Campbell has recently

in-

stalled a pasteurizing plant to his ice
cream factory here which will enable
him to completely purify all milk
used. He has also installed a boiler
that will properly cleanse all his
freezers and vessels that have contained cream These are valuable acquisitions to Mr. Campbell's already
.
plant.

p. m.

Grady, Saturday, April 16th, 10:OC
a. m. and 1 :00 p. m.
Melrose,' Saturday, April 16th, 7:30
p. m.
Clovis, Monday, April 18th, 2:30
p. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Each of these meetings will be held
in the auditorium of the school

sion of l.'c and 2.rc will be charged
for the finals, accqrding to Prof.
Charles I.. Roe, president of the Association.

;
;

WEEK'S NEWS IN BRIEF

:..v'r,H

Plainview Burnt.
Fire originating in the projecting
room of a theatre caused a damage of
BOARD HOLDS UP TAX
EXCEPTIONS OF SOLDIERS $70,000 at Pluinview Saturday night.
The theatre, a grocery store and a
By order of the Board of County filling stntion were burned.
Commissioners, Tuesday, all claims of
New Road, Maybe?
men were
tax exemption of
held up until further investigation.
New Mexico may have another railUnder present laws, each
road, according to announcements
man is entitled to $2,000 tax ex- following a conference of oustern
emption, and it has been brought to and western capitalists in Los Angeles
the attention of the Board that in Tuesday. The proposed line will run
some cases, service men are claiming from Defiance, N. M., to Fnrmington,
this exemption on property conveyed a distance of 115 miles, and will open
to them after the first of this year.
up the coal and coke resources of the
San Juan basin.
MOVED TO CLOVIS
Oklahoma Legislators Balk.
midnight last
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Moore, formerBy adjourning at
ly of Little Rock, Ark., arrived in Saturday, the lower house of the OkClovis Wednesday and will make this lahoma State Legislature left a large
their future home. Mrs. Moore, who pnrt of the scheduled work undone,
once livid here, was formerly Miss and failed to make necessary approJulia Baker, and taught in the Clovis priations to carry on the government
schools,
of the state. State educational institutions and every department of
unless a
MARIACE RECORDS
the state are threatened
special session is called immediately
Marriage license was issued Thurs- or appropriation mi Mures are reday Miss Myrtle Sawyer and David ferred to the people.
Macon, both of Melrose.
Mrs. Pattie Holland and W. W.
Hurricane at Clarendon.
'
Holland, both) of Clovis, were marClarendon, Texas, county seat of
ried Monday by Judge J. P. Noble, Oonley Connty, was thrown into a
and Flora panic Tuesday night by the worst
Noel Ollie Stroupe
Graves, both of Roswell, were mar- storm In tho history of the town. At
ried Monday by Judge J. P. Noble.
11:20 a terrific wind and hail storm
Marriage license was issued Tues- smashed practically every plate glass
day to Mrs. Flora Mae Creighton and window on Main street and demolishJames Weaver Mitchell, both of Lock-ne- ed a number of buildings in the busiTexas.
ness district. Fire immediately broke
License to wed was issued Saturday out and three more, buildings were
to Miss Mae O'Neill of Clovis and burned. The total loss is estimated
Clarence Eberwein of Chanute, Kans. at $250,000.

!

ber of Commerce, are marking the
section between Pluinview and Clovis.
The I'lainview Chamber of Commerce
Wanl New State.
will mark the route east towards Fort
People of west Texas who have be- Worth. This will be a very importcome disgusted at the action of Gov. ant highway during the summer
Neff in vetoing the appropriation months.
for purchasing a site for a west Texas
A. & M. College am still talking of THIS IS A BUSY WEEK
organizing a new state,
FOR COUNTY CLERIC

l

Cloudburst in Oklm.om.
at Hull is, Okla., as
a result of cloudburst
in Harmon
County in which more than eight
inches of water fell Monday night.
Several miles of railroad truckage
have been washed
out along the
Washita river and countless bridges
have been swept from highways,
No
on the total
estimate has been ma-lTwo are dead

It has been u busy week tho busiest of the year according to reports
coming from the County Clerk's ofsesfice. In addition to a
sion of the county commissioner's
court, cupid has increased the demand
for marriage licenses, and more Instruments have been filed for record
than in any week this year, Mr.
two-da-

y

Boone said.

loss.

British Coal Strike.
Factories are closing, and indus.
tries are paralyzed in England as a
result of a general strike in the coal
mines, in which half a million miners
Mines have been
are taking part.
abandoned, and pumpers who are
fighting off the incoming waters have
been forced by strikers to leave their
posts. Parlimcnt is meeting to formulate a remedy.
Wants Single Agency.
central agency for dealing with
men would
all the claims of
be the best solution of the problem
according to' a report to President
Harding by Charles G. Daws, chairman of an investigating committee.
Such an agency, according to the report, should be placed directly under the supervision of the president,
and should deal with the physical,
financial and industrial phases of
the question.
A

GASOLINE EXPLOSION IS
CAUSE OF SMALL BLAZE
M ix. A. I,. Dillon narrowly escaped
serious injury Saturday afternoon
when gasoline in which she was washing some curtains exploded. She waa
slightly burned but the injuries were
not serious. The garage i l which she
was working caught fire, but was
quickly put out by the fire department.

LOCAL P. O. MAKES GOOD
RECORD IN SIX DAY COUNT

Handling 20,302 letters and first
class packages in the record of the
local post office in a
count
which was begun last Monday and
ended Saturday. This is an average
4,393 first class articles daily.
From a financial standpoint, too,
the local office made a good record.
During the six days a total of $527.24
was taken in, averaging $87.88 dally.
six-da- y

!
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true, which makes us overlook or 'nlo fit hnmo ia rtni nnlu tvw.i'n lu.t. KL
.1
condono the unlovely th:nt,i in small u... ......... -- ..J:
.
.......
vwiii- town
life.
pany
manners?"
Official Paper of Curry County
That to learn to talk nleasantlv
WHY JOHNNIE LEFT THE FARM. about nothing in particular iB a great
EDWARD L. MANSON
art, and prevents you saying things
Editor and PublUher
"Johnnie bought a little pig with that you may regret?
money he had earned.
Entered at the postofficc at Clovis,
That to judge anybody by his perNew Mexico, as second class matter He named her Nell and fed her well sonal appearances stamps you as not
and lots of tricks she learned.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
only ignorant, but vulgar?
But Nellie grew to be a sow, had pigThat to talk, and talk, and talk
gies quite a few.
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
about yourself and your belongings is
One Year
..J2.00 Then father up and sold them, and very tiresome for the people who
kept the money, too.
6ix Months
St.uO
listen?
"Johnnie took a little calf as pay for
That.to be witty at the expense of
ReprMrnUtiva
hoeing corn,
somobody else is positive cruelty
CForeiff Advnniiint
PHKSS ASSOCIATION
He loved that calf and the calf loved
many times.
him as sure as you are born.
That the ability to keep a friend is
THE SMALL TOWN
But calfie grew to be a cow, as all very much greater than
that required
good calfies do,
to gain one.
Certain writers of modern fiction
Then father up and sold her, and
realizing the ineptitude of following
kept the money, too.
A TRAGEDY BEHIND A TRAGEDY
Jn beaten paths, and lacking the
"Now Johnnie loved his little pets,
originality needful to conceive new
The stories of suffering that come
but father loved the pelf,
lines of thought or action, are prone So
Johnnie left his father's farm and out of China are as terrible as they
to turn to humble beginnings for
are true. That millions should be
struck out for himself.
subject matter, little renlizing the Said
Johnnie's pa one summer's day eying afresh each day the nearer apjrrcatness that has grown from these
proach of death by starvation appeals
"I often wonder why
same sources.
Boys don't like life upon the farm, more readily to our symnathv and
A recent voulmc of fiction, quite
generosity than to our comprehension.
the C'ty's in their cry."
generally being read at this time, "It always will be strange to
me," We know nothing in this country
deals with the sinull town and
about living on grass and roots or
continued Johnnie's pa.
its people, their hopes,
their "It only goes to prove, though, how about selling little children into
fenrs and aspirations, but mare parslavery and even into vice in order to
ungrateful children are."
ticularly with the harrow lives they When Johnnie henrd what father said, save them from death from want of
lead, their unlovely surroundings,
he gave a bitter laugh.
food. Happy are we that we do not
their petty jealousies, envy greed and And thought of his empty childhood' know, and happier that, out of our
hatred.
abundance we are able to contribute
and of his pig and calf.'
The writer has ho overdrawn the
"We must not overlook the fact as we are doing to relieve the despicture as to make it ridiculous, as he that the jingle of the coin, either in titute.
doubt ess (piite well knows, since hs possession or in the prospect, furnishHut, terrible as the present condiWork gives a plain hint that his word es the inspirational music that makes tion is, it seems even more terpictures, exaggerated though they lie, the hoy or girl march forward with rible that, with the passing of the;
ere allien iroiii tii'sl Hani sources. more alacrity, energy, enthusiasm,! present famine, the possibility nf an.
other famine like th s or worse than
From a knowledge aciuiie,l through and patriotism than nil tin.
long period of ycais we are conf- music that can be supplied, and that I''" 0,lt' W'H not have passed. Thi
ident thai (he average country town production without a profitable mark grandchildren, or perhaps even the
lias its cultured, refined people; its et is more likely to uct an a discour- children of the survivors of this starvlovers of art and :ts admirers of edu- agement than as un encouragement. ing time, may have to face another.
cational attainments, as well as its Neither the school nor the other agen- Stlcll is the histnrv nf f'li 1101 linil uiii.K
111
ii (ln .. ( I,.. 11
If wm- town IuticrtI.
...
appreciation of (he beautiful in na- cies can afford to overlook this fundaover
the vista of a thousand years or
human
mental
ture.
trait."
so and imagines, though but dimly the
From "Thrift," N. K. A.
Every country newspaper publish
long successions of famine this people
r has on his subscript inn list a cerDID YOU EVER THINK
Imve suffered, the realization grows
tain proportion of jmmca of men,
that the giving ;f money, imperative
long res ilent.t in the big cities, whose
That a kind word put out at inter- - MS it. is. Wilt not Slllve frhn Milnmif t.
'arly days were spent in tl.e small
est brings back an enormous percent- Hack of the want that saps the
town and whose success in life has
,ge
01 love ami appreciation?
:.. n...
life nf uh,.l.. i,..nvi.......
'
not turned them entirely away from
in in- inwiM"
r"'"Ul-That though a laving thought
that conies from lack of com-nthe places and people of their childmixtion
seem to he appreciated, it has yot municution.
With fifteen million
hood and youth.
made you better and braver because Chinese
starvinir todav. there
m
Lampooning the 311111II town may of it
probably two hundred million of
provoke a smile because wr often recThat the little acts of kindnesses their fellow countrymen who have
ognize the characters as those of peo- and thoughtfulness
duy by day are not even heard of their distress. Nor
ple we know, but in our henrU we really greater
than one immense act could they icach them if they knew.
Inow there is in every such coimmir.i-- y of goodness once a year.
Probably they could not even make
an element of the good and the
Thilt to be always polite to the pco- - themselves understood
if they did

3lf? (Stoma NntiB
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Come In and Look It Over

"The Farmers Business Record"
FOR SALE BY THE

Farmers State Bank
Clovis, New Mexico
-

reach the stricken districts, so utterly
separated in dialect as well as in province are they.
The drouth that sealed the doom of
fifteen million human brings must
have been to them the curse of their
gods.
Yet, wc are told, underneath
Sr vast areas of the famine-vexeregion
there is to be found, within twenty
feet of the surface, the water that
would mukc such another famine im- possible.
If there be anything more
fmirtp thnn linnvnidalile Rtarvnt inn.
surely it is found in the death of so
..
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reach of potential plenty.
The rcsnoiise to the crv far help
(0)'has been quick, und it will not be
It
ll.. n...
fa
embraces the larger beneficence of
--( aiding on untutored
people to aid
themselves against the repetition of
the nrpftent horror it will not have
met the greater need of which the
existing calamity is but an expression.
Dallas News.
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Free Lunch at Noon.
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speeches and songs by the small child
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FAIRFIELD FATS
There was singing at Move Chanel
Sunday night, conducted by Mr. J.
D. Welch.
School Notei.
The trustee election wb.i held at the
There was an April Fool surprise home of Mike Kngram Monday.
There
party on Mr. Blickenstuf f, assistant were sixty voters ami old trustees
principal of Fairfield school, Friday were reelected.
night.
Mr. A. T. Williams, II. R. Williams
The school received the tennis rack- and wife left Saturday night for
ets that were ordered Thursday.
Childress, Texas, to be at the funeral
April fool tricks were numerous at of Oscar Rrown, their nephew.
The truck children left
Fuirficld.
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To displease others, he pleased with
"elf, and some children ran off in yourself.
the evening.
Community Notes
Tho
dancers just
V
had a successful Easter pro- - naturally have to have their
weak
gram Sunday vhich included several heads propped up.
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News Classified Ads bring results.
1
1

Fordson Tractor, nearly new.
power lift Canton lister,
nearly new.
harrow rigged for trac-

1

tor
1

I

pull, new.

1

1
1

1
1

good low wheel waron with bax.
good hay frnme.

About 200 feet 1 inch pipe.
About 30 rods hog wire.

TERMS:Jan.

old buggies.

1

strong Government hack.

1

DcLnval cream separator.
kitchen chairs,
stand table.

2
1

lister
nearly new.
team H year old black mares, wt.
01) pounds.
coming yearling black filley colt.
yearling black filley colt,
sets double leather hnrnc.
set single buggy harness.
Acetylene lighting system, consisting of 2 double and one single
burners, complete.
1

2

2
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extension dining table in
good condition.
An assortment of canned fruit and
vegetables and some fruit jars.
About 10 pounds of alfalfa seed.
An assortment of dishes.
2000 bundles of feed.
1
kitchen cabinet.
May have another bill of household
goods.
Other things not mentioned.
Neighbors are invited to bring cattle,
chickens, hogs, furniture, etc., to
have sold
1

t.
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V'is one thing

A

,

and

b another.
the latter

We

ipecialize In
the kind that will
make your letterheads, station'
ery and advertising matter a
credit to your business. Q See
in the next time you need
something in the printing line.

ERLE E. FORBES, (Clovis, N. M.) Auctioneer
is)

1

rtitthatty Designed
Advertising

(8)

E. A. ENGLAND, Owner
I

'4,

StickingType

1,

WM. KENNEDY, Clerk
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1922 time given on sums over $10.00 at 10 per cent
interest or a 5 per cent discount for cash. Notes to be well
secured
and property to be settled for before being moved.
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Have rented my farm so will sell the following at
an auction sale on
the farm, 3 miles N. and 7 E. of Muleshoe, Texas.
2 miles E. of the
Y. L. Ranch, 12 miles S. W. of Big Square, 2 S. and
10 W. of Spring
Lake, on
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It is unique and complete, covering every kind of business trans-- .
action connected with farming. It is indexed, the pages are all headed
and ruled.
All ypu have to do is fill in the blanks.
It is SIMPLE.
You do not need to be a bookkeeper.
Any school boy or girl can
make the entries, and such a record, for ready reference and analysis
will make you money.
It will enable you to eilminate the leaks and
show you positively which of your operations are your money-makerWe could tell you many more good things about it, but better you
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We Have Found It
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You FARMERS do more business and keep less track of it than
any class of business men. Probably you have been sucess'ful without
keeping much or any record, but if so, you would have been more
successful, had you kept such a record.
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Realizing the advantages to be gained by keeping a complete
of every business transaction, set forth in facts and figures, in a
systematic way, for future reference, we have been looking around for
some complete but simple method for our FARMER FRIENDS to keep
such a record of their business.
Your business is the most important business in Curry county, or
in the state of New Mexico.
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The Clovis News

have read the novel,
Millions."
Thousands
have seen the play and millions more
will now have an opportunity to see
the photoplay, founded on the novel
and the stage play, with Roseoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, the noted comedian, in
the title role which will be presented
at the Lyceum next Wednesday and
Thursday.
I
In this production "Fatty" plays
(three roles, one as Monte Brewster
Millions

"Btwater's

as a babe of two years, and
later at
five years and In th full growth (or
girth) of his manhood. He starts out
to spend a million dollars to win
five
million, and everything he touches

makes money
nd you will howl
with glee at the stunta he does to
grow poor.
It's George Barr Mc
Cutchton's world famous novel coined into a picture jjngling
with fun,
and burstinj with golden laughter.

THE CLOVIS NEWS.

HOG HOUSE OF

Lucky

MODERN DESIGN
i
I

STRIKE'
cigarette

This Farm Building Contains

test

to

Labor-Savin-

La-

g

Equipment

been Installed. Leading from this fecu
room down the center feed alley is a
carrier track which conveys the feed
This
carrier to the various pens.
method of carrying the feed eliminates
much of the old style drudgery which
has worked so much hardship W1U
tlie farm help.
Equipment has come to he olie of
the Important factor in farm building.
Farmers are now awure of tile satis-factio- n
It yields In the way or con-

"dp. Contented animals and sutlslied
,
tented animals are more-- than likely
to produce more and better food and
contented helo are Inevitably mure
efllclent.
The waste of Inefficient
methods should be eliminated as much
as possible. Many fanners are timid
to start because of on imagined Idea
of heavy expense. An Initial expondl- ture of money In the right direction
will soon bring profitable returns, fur
more than if economy of an impractl- cable nature was used.
This hoghouse Is typical of the RtrilC- B
l
ana
hogs. Pork production
prm'
' n,inu to be e
espej
able features of American
daily In the middle West. Consequent- ly every cure biiouki oe rasim io seo
that It remains a lucrative Industry.

HAS WALLS OF HOLLOW TILE
Provides Ample Sunthlnt and Vsntlla-tleto Incur Health of the Stock
Everything Indicates Careful Plan,
ning and Permanency.

n

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford
lt: liun
J,?4.
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subject ot building work on the farm, tor
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Sunshine It Is only during the Inst
few years that the real value of this
most wonderful of Nature's gifts has
come to be realized. That Is the vnlue
from a health standpoint. Of course
It has always been regarded as an au- gur of good cheer, but something that
' lily human hi lugs could understand
and enjoy. As a disinfectant, all-- I
round germicide It Is hard to approach,
ami wnn these qualities n mind build-in- ::
are being constructed to take
of the full benefits of tills free
medical aiientloii. Ittyllght factories
have entirely replaced the old loft and
sweatshop.
Sunshine has Increased
the ellleleiicy of the factory workers
many times, has betiered their health
and stimulated their efforts.
Bright,
well ventilated rooms keep
flie blood flowing quickly.
When It conies to sunshine the animals of ihe farm are .lust ns suscofitt- -

CLAUD NOTES

The Claud Red Cross class was organized Wednesday afternoon, March
SO, at the home of Mrs. 0. E.
Miss Oru Johnson was elected
secretary-treasureThose who joined
were, Mesilunies Gilliam, I'alniateer,
Ki'icUborg, Puttison, W. II. Westfull,
John Westfull, Walter Westfull, and
Misses Edna Palmuteer, Erma West-fal- l,
Lola Krietzborg und Miss Fuger.
There are several ladies In the community who have naked to join at the
next meeting. As the hooks had not
come, Miss Louise Wills, the instructor gave a lecture on the first lesson
and answered numerous questions. All
present ugreed that the afternoon wuj
well spent.
After the lesson period
vua over pnyaicui culture siuius were
practiced.
Mr. John Westfull was leader at
prayer meeting last Sunday evening.
Mr, Devera will be lender this coming
Sunday evening.
There seems to bo n misunderstanding ubout when the community singing convention at Hiinchvale is to he.
Some have it this coming Sunday and
so it was announced nt Sunday school.
Hut according to the Clovis papers
it is the third Sunday in April, on the
7th. Then fore, on that date there
will he no Sunday school for so many
wish to attend the "sing" at Ranch-vuPut-tiso-

r.

This spring is a good time to be both thrifty and
Prices on men's suits are so unusually reasonable that thoughts of
the possibility of buying two new suits at one time seems practical to many men. It is practical. Fine firm fabrics, well tailored,
snappy or conservative in style, double or single breasted, come in
the desirable blues for spring as well as many good mixtures.
well-dresse-

;

Hart Schaffner

UP. AS

BROUGHT

&

Marx, Fashion Park and Clothcraft clothes

at $23.50, $25.00, $27.50, $30.00 and up.

v"

ford, No. 127 Prairie avenue, Chfcsso,

"d

Good Looking Suits
at Square Prices
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CHRISTIANS

People of the Pltcalrn Islands Reflect
Great Credit on the Teachings
of John Adams.

Keeping Faith

As fnr back ns lfttO Hugh Cuming,
collector of shells, In an
a
exploring expedition, touched on the
Island which still remains us Inueres-hIIiIyears
as It was then, thirty-liv- e
after It had been colonized by the
mutineer r.t the Hounty.
Mr. Cuming found John Adams, a
good seaman who hud been pressed In- to Joining the mutiny, still continuing
his work of Instructing the youths
und guiding the opinions of the Inhabitants of the Island, who, although
of mixed races, were English-speakin- g

A Manhattan Shirt keeps faith with every wearer. Frankly, it offers the most in style, service and
satisfaction. It's simply a plain proposition of buying the BEST to get the BEST.
Spring Manhattans are ready, priced from

$3.00 and up.
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There's a day and night difference between
MANSCO and the ordinary athletic Underwear
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because MANSCO is the product of the makers of
MANHATTAN SHIRTS. Priced
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$1.50, $2.00 and $2.50
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Hev. Hatfield will preach next Sunday. On the 21th Rev. Eager will
hold services here.
The Sunday scho:il prayer meet-

r

m

ings me having excellent attendance.
We have some good singing at our
Sunday sch:ol. Besides the regular
choir there are several songs by the
following: Mrs. Charles Ruse, Misses
I.olu Krietzborg,
Ermn and Mabel
Wcstfall and Heita Bennett with Mrs.
Sum Pipkin at the piano.
We are getting Sunday school pa-- 1
pels now. There arc four classes at
Sunday school. The card class (with
Mrs. Sum Pipkin ns teacher), Junior
class (with Mrs. Charles Hose), young
people's class (Mr. Charles Rose),
Senior class (Mrs. Devers). Miss Her-tBennett is secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. John Westfull enter- -'
tuition" the folhwing Sunday, Mr. and
and sons of Amarillo:!
Mis.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis West fall and'
(laughter of Clovis, Misses UniccJ
Johnson nnd I.oa Kritxherg of Claud.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Kritzberg and
daughter. Helen, spent Sunday with
Mr. nnd Mrs. Charles Beiler of riVns-tiHill.
Mr. nnd Mis. Chester Marks and
baby girl, Mr. nnd Mrs. Rain I'ipkin
nnd sons, Sidney and Gale, Mr. and
Mrs, Jimniic Sanders nnd daughter
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
S. L. Bennett Sunday.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Sam Clnybourne entertained Mr. and Mrs. C. L, Hose
and daughter, Florence, at dinner
Sunday.
The following had charge of the
Director and Itnnd Overseer election
nt the school house Monday: Messrs.
Will Minis, Smith Pipkin and John
Lee. Mr. Pipkin's term as director is
ended. Those whose names were
nominated for the new director were
Smith Em Pipkin, Sum Chiibourne
nnd E. A. Roberts. Sam I'ipkin ot
this district nnd Mr. Koss were the
names on the ballot for Road Overseer. Not known a this writing whs
was clocted
Mr. Charles Bieler, the Star Route
mail carrier, sold his contrnct to a
Clovis ninn who is now carrying the
mail.
Grandma Westfall certainly got
.April fooled Friday evening. It wns
her birthday but she didn't know it
had been remembered. But in walked
some of the children, also little great- granddaughter, Gernldine who informed Grandma that they had all
come to "'sprise you and make ice
cream and candy for your birthduy
present."
Mr. John F. Taylor with other lingers will meet with Claud's singing
class next Sunday evening, 2 p. m.,
at Ihe school house.
j
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THE STORE OF QUALITY
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Why feel so blue? The waist has
never happened and never will. -

i
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I4Pen Modern HogHouse
ble as hiiinnn a '.w :s, alUioiitli for n
long time they wee not emi consld-ereil- .
Actual text has shown ihe
(if well ventllliled bums nnd
Ti e e.Vect on product Ion
htd'd ir
1N ''''ii verj- - ImpwCmt. As a result
'""l',' tiinwr Is Insisting m.on
his feiilurf In nil Ms hnild'n 's where
cS,c,-lullcows aiid
stock Is' lmii-cd- ,
hogs, lle.nise of t e gr.ri.ig ini,ior-kan'- e
of lii latior on ll.e wn.ld marts,
(be farmer hu.i iurned coiivlderable at-t- c
nildi to tl.e housing of hogs. Th
old expie s'on. "put the pigs In the
parlor" has come to mean more than
jest. Today the p':.'s are kept In par-lorhog nurlors to he sure, hut, Judged
hy animal Nlunditrd, very palatial.
A
a atrli'.hig exemple of thl development In hog hoite conKtrnetlon. con-s'li e compact snHlnntlnl logbonse
shown here with door plnns.
Kver.v:h!ii;; til out It Indicates cjire-fn- l
planning rnd permanency.
The
hollow i!lr wn"s are stout nml Initiatt "m'len changes in tempera-tore- .
ed
They are set on a firm concrete
foundation. Along each side, where
th" donrs to the pens are located, Is a
whhh can' he
inlld cencetn
enslly cleaned. The cable roof Is covered wllh shingles und fitted with spe-c'hoghouse windows nnd rrinf Tend-latorThe Importance of these roof
can be readily appreciated
when Ihe sun rises. No matter what
hour of the day nnd regardless of the
position of the sun, light penetrates
to the hou-In addition to the fresh
air provided by theso windows, the
roof ventilators add their supply.
These siniill doors are htillf so ns
to be lifted np. At.cs'm end of the
building Is a Inrge door hullt In two
sections so the upper part can he
opened or vice versn, Two full-sizedouble-hunwindows are plso located
nt ench end.
In the construction of a ho;:hoiso
of this type, however, the Interior Is
very Important. The floor plnn reveals
n very carefully arrnntred system of
pens. These pens nre divided off hy
the .latest types of steel partitions,
Although the main floor ts enn-'o- te
a
plnnk covering has been added In all
the stalls so tbnt the nntmnlH can rest
Concrete troughs have been
ensler.
provided In ench nen. At one end of
ed hln pnd
the building nre the
v.here
'ecd cooler ns
feed r.u-.- t

DO YOU HATE TO GET

UP IN THE MORNING?

Perhaps your bowel action is not
I.leven years before
i.iiii ( j: i' iti
when the Urilon touched at l'llciilrn normal.
is.iind, two of tlie natives were Invlteil
Get some
to dine on board.
They were lull,
hnnd.Mime you, lis, wlih ilnrk hnlf nnd
NYAL
npnn, pleasing conntenm es. Kxtreme- - ;
ly scaiilily clothed, li ej- wore straw
FIGSEN
hats oiuiiui'iited with black cock's
feathers, which looked, to say the
The Friendly Laxative
least, Incnngrnons.
When something
it,
is easy to take.
It overcomes
to eat was set before them, the chronintestinal sluggishness. It aids in the
icler states, "these apparently
suddenly clasped their hands restoration of general bodily activity.
together and one of them, to the
In tins only throe sixes.
nslMilsliuicnt of the nipt a In of the
Briton, repented In solemn English UCITY DRUG CO. No. 2, Inc.
nfamiliar v.ords: 'For wluit we nre
Clovis, New Mexico
about to receive, the I,ord make ns
s
"Once a
Nyal"
truly thankful." " These hoys had been
tn tight hy John Adams, and were the
sons of two of the oilier mutineers of
the Bounty. Christian Science
Walking Against the Wind.
The average man, walking briskly,
travels nt about four miles per hour.
His body presents to the nlr a surface
of about six cot In height to one foot
In width, or about six square feet.
Movln.' at four miles per hour he
Is trn cling nt five and eight-tenth- s
feet per second,' and the reslslance
opposed to his forward motion by the
nlr, assuming it to he still,, Is Just
ponnd. In other words,
about one-hal- f
l o Is ccntlnuiilly
g
a hnlf pound
resistance ahead of iiiui ns he walks.
If the sai:ie ninn walking four miles
per hour were facing a gale blowing
twenty-livmiles per hour, the relative velocity of the wind would be
thirty miles per hour, and the man
iil'.;ing n,;ainsr a pressure
would he
of over twenty-.-i- x
pounds.
This would he' enough to mnke an
appreciable difference In the ease of
wnU:lng nnd he would readily notice
lh From Motor.

Haughty 0ns.
Mrs, Fliitbiish
tl your cook give
you any notice v. lien she was avont
to leave?
Mrs. Ben son hurst No, she hardly
noticed us nt all.
A

1

Opened to Womtn.
hinne ihe war, nil educational institutions have been opened
tn women. .
8chool

In

Aivr'n,

'

MOTHER.
On SuinUiy morning ourfricml und
neighbor, Mrs. F, M. Groves, went to
sleep. She wus sick ten days of typhoid fever and the illness was mmle
futal by weak heart uction.
All that loving
hands, trained
nursing, nnd medical skill could do
fuiled. Then added to the sorrow of
ten days hefare this, the death of
mother, which is the saddest known
thing.
Mi's. Groves was 44 years old, a
(loving, faithful wife und mother, a
Her funeral
consecrated Christian.
services were held in the school aud
itorium at Kanchvale on Monday af- ternoon by Bros. Hatfield und Freeman, und burial followed in the Clovis
cenieteiy. She was laid to rest by
the grave of her son, Sam, who preceded her ten days. A huge procession ;if relatives and friends followed her to her last earthly home.
'

Those around her were confident

by the way she lived, of her

future,

but were reassured many times by
her words and he? unfaltering trust.
The bcvcii children, the husband,
and many relatives have our heurt-fe- lt
sympathy. Let us pray each to
live so we may meet in that Great
Beyond the one who, while on earth,
'Hath done what she could."
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
All persons are notified that tlio
undersigned was appointed administrator of the cstats of Edwurd E.
Hickman,, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Curry County, New Mexico, on the 2Kth day
of March,
1921, and nil claims must he legally presented for payment within one
year, or same will be forever burred.
Lawrence Hickman,

Administrator.

Condensed Statement of the Condition of

THE

Clovis National Bank
Of Clovis, New Mexico
As made to t lie Comptroller of the Currency at the close of business, Monday, Fehrnary 21, 11)21.
LIABILITIES

RESOWtCES
$.'lfl.'l,840.20
Loans and discounts
57,01)9.13
Bonds
Stock in Federal Reserve
Bunk, f)0',r of subscrip2,400.00
tion
2,(i,r,n.OO
5'f Redemption ncct
Banking House
21,000.00
7,478.05
Furniture and Fixtures..
108.00
War Saving Stamps
and Sight Exchange 98,114,38
Over 23';'f the law requires
b t 10.

...

Capital Stock
Surplus Fund Circulation
Undivided Prifits
Deposits

$

50,000.00
30,000.00
2P.000.00
2,392.55
61,152.73
415,104.48

Ch

TOTAL

$583,849.70

TOTAL

$583,649.76

The above statement is correct.

W. C. ZERWER, Cashier

m
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If it li the best flour it
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is Sunlight.

B. S. Triplett was here from Texico
Thursday.

PERSONAL MENTION

If it

Increasing In Popularity

is not Sunlight, it is not the

best.
The best for lightbrcad
flour. ,

Sunlight

If you want to

be right, use

The door of
long

stur-d-s
Chi-sto- r

Cmin of Amarillo was in

Clovis this week.

Miss Agnes LaLonde

'

Choice

Lots,

The biead will be pretty and white

if you use Sunlight.

Pierre Downey left this week for
Fayette, Mo.

ltp

Mrs. W. C. Zerwer and children
R. F. Thompson has accepted a
in Texas.
sition as salesman at Mandell's.

Coe Howard of Portalea
Clovis visitor Monday.

of

the

plains

Hugh Clary, appraiser for the
Land Bank, has been in Clovii
this week.

A twelve pound baby boy was born
W. B. Fincher has a new home unMonday to Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
der construction on North Wallace

i
i

Most Everyone Else Is Using Sunlight
Try It Yourself

The Soprise Store is a union store,
operated by union men
ltc

Sunlight

i

was

po-

are visiting at points

If you have tried all the rest, try
Pride
Sunlight, it's the best
flour.

pioduct for home people

Sunlight Flour.

RED SEED OATS, as long as they
ltc
last. Lane & Sons Grain Co..

i

flour a trial and we have felt sure that they would demand Sunlight not only because it is made at home but because it is the
best.

of
A homo

t

Sunlight Flour is increasing in popularity for the reason that
it is coming up to every expectation of the housewife. It has
been our aim to have every Curry County housewife to give this

The bread will b,c pretty and white
if you use Sunlight.

of
Robert Edwards and family
Grady were in Clovis Tuesday.

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. tiiglnnd
Muleshoe were in Clovis Tuesday,

never

is visiting In

Albuquerque.

The Suprise Store is a union store,
FAST
SELLING
operated by union men
ltc Reagan Land Co.

opportunity

ajar.

Let Cornell refinish yaur auto.
This is a good time to have It
The Ladies Aid of the Christian
They're stunning these new house done.,
Church will serve lunch Saturday at dresses of urs. MA. W. G. Broome,
Mr. and Mrs J. C. Nelson and Mr.
Sullivan's Grocery.
ltc Milliner.
and Mrs. R. M. Bishop left Thursday
A. C. Gregory of Montrose, Colo.,
Mrs. A. Mamlcll and little Pauline morning for an automobile trip to
who purchased the Moyc farm a few Mandell left this week for a visit with El Paso.
weeks ago arrived in Clovis this week. relutives in New York City.
Good Curry
For sale or trade.
Insure agniiiHt hail in the ContiWe are a union store, and we are County farms at rcul bargains.
See
nental, Aetna or Ningra three good for organized labor, first, last and us. Reagan Land Co.
ltp
American companies. Curren Agen- - always. The Surprise Store.
ltc
Attorney Walter W. Mayes return
('. W. Di;vis, minister of the Church ed the first of the week from a trip
Mr. and Mrs.. W. T. Knight return, of the Naznrene, will commence a to Kansas where he has been looking
List it. We sell. Reagan Land Co. 1
ed Friday morning from a ten day's meeting hero under a tent the first after legal business.
visit with relatives at I'luinview and of May.
Vernon Ruckman of Elidu was
Everything for the Auto and TracLubbock.
Clovis visitor Wednesday.
Dr. T. K, Presley of Roswell, spe- tor. Service ANY place, ANY time.
Some diamonds are worthless, also cialist eye, ear, nose and throat, will Our prices are right. Try us ElecIf the bread is right, the flour is
several grades of coal. The best coal be in Clovis at th" Baptist Hospital tric Filling Station. Thone 64. 210tfc
Sunlight.
is the cheapest.
We have it. Lane from the 4th to the 8th of each
& Sons Grain Co.
E. A. England of Muleshoe was In
month
Geo. W. Ryle of Melrose was in
Clovis Wednesday having the News Clovis Monday.
do printing for n farm sale that he
will hold on Thursday, April 14th.
Every sack of Sunlight flour is
guaranteed.
So full of New-Lai- d
Laughs
Thonc No. 72 for Plumbing and
Electrical Repairing.
Joe Stullings made a trip to Ama
that we cannot help calling
rillo
this week.
shell-fuegg-celle-

We Want Your Grain

Strfct.

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.

this an

nt

ot double

' IF IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT
Clovis, New Mexico

If

Bring us your grain.
Elevate rs Co., Inc.

rjy

(

.

from choice Curry County
Sunlight flour.

Made

wheat

'Dr. J. R. Carver made a business
trip to Roswell Monday.

not Sunlight, it is not the

When you think flour

was a

think

Joe Stalling made a business trip
Tuesday.

to KjswcII

List your farm with us. We get
the buyers. Reagan Land Co.
ltp

Quality und price
can you beat it?

Sunlight Flour

Mr. H. D. Farley of Amurillo made
Prof. ('has. I.. Rose of Claud was a
business trip to Clovis Wednesday. Clovis visitor .Monday.

The Western

ltc

RED SEED OATS, as long as they
If the flour is Sunlight, the bread
lust. Lane & Sons Grain Co..
ltc will be rij'ht.
Messrs. Bills and Williamson of
Walter W. Mayes transacted legal
Graham, Texas, are in Clovis thts business at Santa Rosa this week.
week on business.'
FOR SALE
Furniture and chick-enThe Ladies Aid of the Christian
J. M. Higgins, HO'.t N. Ross, ltp
Church will serve lunch Saturday at
Insure your wheat crop early in
Sullivan's Grocery.
ltc
reliable old line companies. PriviWe repair all kinds of furniture at lege to cancel policy until May 1st
Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand without
premium charge. Curren
Avenue.
Agency.
s.

r

Mt

:t tt rrrtxur r it 1 1

t.:

rimD-.riTtrtrrrrrn-nxrr-

trus

1

J.ltM

r:
r:i.

i!

The Ladies Aid of the Christian
Nestor Gass of Hereford was in
He was here to Church will serve lunch Saturday at h
Clovis Thursday.
1 Ic
ilook after the selling of some grain Sullivan's Grocery.
M
from a farm he owns a short distance
Mrs. G. P. Kuykcndnll spent sever-- j tf
south of Cfcvis,
al days in Slaton last week, returning!'!
t
Tuesday.
Queensware and Glassware at

I

is

It is still lawful for the prune to
E. C. Kulianks of Muleshoe
get stewed.
Clovis visitor Tuesday.

J. W. Manning, county
G. W. Hyde of near Texico was a
of Hollene was in Clovis the first Clovis visitor Monday.
of he week attending a meeting of
If you have tried all the rest, try
the board of commissioners.
Sunlight, it's tho best.
Everything for the Auto and TracD. W. Jones made a business trip
tor.. Service ANY place, ANY time.
Our prices are right. Try us Elec- to Plainview this week.'
tric Filling Station. Phone 64. 210tfc
-- t FOR SALE
Furnitute and chick
J. A. LaRue, county commissioner ens. J. M. Higgins. 809 N. Ross, ltn
of the Melrose district, was in Clovis
Mrs. C. A. Scheurich returned this
the first of the week attending a
meeting of the board of commission- week from a trip to Kansas City.
ers.
RED SEED OATS, as long as they
It has been reported in Clovis that last. Lane & Sons Grain Co..
ltc
our ktore is unfair to union labor,
E. R. Hardwick left the first of
and we wish to state that we have
always operated a union store. The the week for a short business trin
Surprise Store,
ltc to Denver.

;

If it
best.

ll

yokes!

you want to bo right, use

1

A

s

.

MARGUERITE
in

LfZ

55

CLARK

the Broadway Humor Hit

"Scrambled Wives"
s
and divorces But
He 8a id he hated
he loved Lucile - and she was all those things, tho
he didn't know it. Then hubby No. 1 turned up with
wife No. 2 and wife No. 2 didn't know wife No. 1
then the scramble started when someone let all the
chickens loose at onie.
grass-widow-

iii

atJ

Saddles and harness repaired
i lo vis snoe Hospital,
wesi urann (
'!
Avenue.

Mrs. W. L. Groenleaf expects to
J. Walker Hunter, who is now man
leave
the latter part of this week for
aging a store at Childress, spent Sun
City.
day and Monday in Clovis. Mrs. a month's stay at Kansas
accompanied
him
to
back
Hunter
We are a union atore, and we are
Childrefis Tuesday.
for organized labor, first, last and
ltc
Don't risk your property without always. The Surprise Store.
Wo repsufficient fire insurance.
Mrs. A. L. Putton left Sunday fori;;
resent some of the beat companies.
a visit with friends and relatives in
Dougr on Land Co.
Mndill, Oklahoma and Sherman, Tex.

rannn

0. C. Spetter

and children
A,, ..111.,
,
iui n ui
to Topeka, Kansas, where Mrs. Spet-- I ,.
ter was called on account of the. mi.
serious illness of her father.
P
Mrs.

in

uii' mm ui nil--

r.

nnn

,,,., ,.,..
,

1.1

Ih, b'

nl...ni--

.. .,,1

.ii

l--

..n

...

.

nnA'v
v.Hi nn i.

ll!
tiJ

t
wiilmn.a
i.nl -inn. .Tuninr
-"
it
rela- - I
with
Wednesday
visit
a
left
for
We have 320 acres of Curry Coun-L- .
.
...
H
.
,
, viid, .
IHIIIVIfl
ty wheat land, the kind that makes! blVB
Ml
.
iO Kllslli.lfl fn thn .firn
Hu'liiir mnut
We hnve tho agency for soins if the
sell. Price it. Reagan Land Co. Up most
substantial old lin- - fire insurance companies. Doughton Land
Frank Bums left this week for
c
Company.
Hat Springs, Ark., where he expects
to remain a few weeks with the hope
May 16th has been set for the
of being cured of rheumatism from opening date of the Redpath-Horne- r
which he has been suffering lately.
Chautaupua. The program win last
for seven days this year.
farm-er- a
e
FOUND
Many
have found our elevator an ideal
I treat all diseases and disorders of
place to market their grain. Get in women
and attend confinement
line with your friends. The Western casea Dr. H. R. Gibson.
Eleyator Company. "Watch us Grow."
Mrs. Bert Curlt-sis in Roswell
S. C, Hunter and M. M. Craig of this week attending the bedside of
Texico were Clovis visitors Sunday. her mother who ia very sick.
Mr. Hunter's car was stolen from his
garage Saturday night and he came
We handle nothing but best Mait- over to put the officers on the trail of land lump coal. The best is the
cheapest. Lane & Sons Grain Comthe thief.
pany.
Keep your buildings insured In
strong old line companies; we have
Mrs. Minnie Rogers of Muleshoe,
that kind; it costs no more. Clovit Texas, spent several days in Clovis
Abstract and Insurance Co., succes visiting Mrs. G. P. Kuykendall. She
sors to Baker Bros.
returned to her home Tuesday.
'

"Do it with a Motorcyle"

it,

As the trees get their full foliage, the grass gets its greenest
.
. r t
.i . Lf.j
anai me
vi cnk.
lire ..n
mui .t
opting.
Pirus return, yuu icm .l.
riding
,
a
Answer this call by

111

You'll laugh &U' the laughs you
never laughed before.

wide-awak-

s

Saturday Night
April 9th
j

TRY TO GET IN

t

f

HARLEY-DAVIDSO-

N

out into the great, clean, fresh country beyond the city's grirr?
humanity and you will, in your recreational
and tightly-wedge- d
hours, be storing up health and strength, and be sharpening your
,
faculties for better work.

SPRING OPENING WEEK
This is the motorcycle industry's Spring Opening Week.
Come in and visit us and learn more about the most fascinating
port in the world.
,
.

'

'

"Do it with a Motorcycle

The Robinson Art Shop
"The Photographer in Your Town"
Motorcycles, Bicyles, and Accessories
Kodaks and Supplies
119

E. Munroc

urrrmrrr.rr::xrrr.rrrxMrxr

phone 145

!i
j

M
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toves Are

Hibbard. 04

est

We sell the famous Hibbard Short Burner Oil Stove, guaranteed to use less oil and cook quicker than any stove
on the market. We will put it in your home on thirty days free trial. We invite comparison of prices.

Leonard Line of Refrigerators
Porcelain inlined and the only cleanable Refrigerator on the market.

3;
XI

r

Let us show it to you.

f

.

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

aid UndertaldngCo.

ohnson Eros. Furniture
j

CLASSIFIED

ADS:- -

IF YOU HAVE the money and need a
good pun, see me. If you have a
Rood gun and need same money, nee
me, Buy, Bell or trade guns. Fred
Murphy.
,
f

I

For hemstitching; and picoting see
See our new line cf pretty littloi judgment on two certain promissory
Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods house dresses.
Mrs. W. G. Broome, nots aggregating $1,800 with interest
store.

LOCAL MENTION

'
b;scuits

4

Sunlight
The best for
WILL TRADE well secured $1,000
note due Nov. 1, 1923, drawing Flour.
RATE
10
interest, for "mo good cows
Bruce Sullivan relumed Monday
le Per Word Per Issue
For particulars inquire at News Of
from a business trip to Fort Worth
fice.
and Dallas where he has been for the
FOR SALE Ford cur al a bargain. HOG OWNERS I am buying and past ten days.
chipping hogs and will buy heavy
L E. Callan at News office.
The Ladies Aid of the Christian
hega as well as lighter weights. See
at
wanted
rags
COTTON
Clean
me at Ramey and W lkinson's office Church will serve lunch Saturday at
the News office.
ltc
or write T. W. Stricklin, Box 82, Sullivan's Grocery
M.
N.
Clovis,
bread
Sunlight,
the
If the flour is
G. F. Smith, one of the owners of
will be right.
FOR SALE Tom Barron strain S. C. the fivtf cent to five dollar store to
White Leghorn eggs $1.50 per si t- be opened soon in the Love building,
FOR SALE Good typewriter at a
bargain. Inquire at News Office tf ting or $7.l0 per hundred, at the made a business trip to Plainview
King farm 1 mile east of Farwell. Wednesday.
DRESSMAKING 800 North
We have come of the very best laying
Barb Wire. Field Fence, and Poulding Street.
strain. Come and see or write A. L.
try Netting.
King,
N. M.
Texico,
Bed room in modern
FOR RENT
He TO TRADE for property in Clovis.
home. 704 North Gidding.
160 acres good farm land in
FOR RENT Iiodroum Convenient to
Valley, good fence and soft
ltc
hath. 100 North Calhoun.
water well at 18 feet. Can be put
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Mischki of El
FOR RENT Light housekeeping under irrigation. Address Box 07,
Paso are spending a few days In CloMexico.
New
120
Clovis,
rooms.
sleeping
also
room,
vis. Mr. Mischki is special represenNorth Wallace.
mile tative for the FiNitono Tire and
FOR SALE 320 acre farm,
10 miles Rubber company.
Buick car
from railroad station,
FOR SALE
in good condition. Would take good from Clovis, well improved, fine orIt has, been reported in Clovis that
chard, good bain. Good terms. Would
note. Dr. E. M. Chapman.
our
store is unfair to imion labor,
Apin
section.
another
trade for land
Light housekeeping ply at News office.
and we wish to state that we have
FOR RENT
always operated a union store. The
rooms, bIbo sleeping rooms. 120 North
IT IS AS NECESSARY to clean your Surprise. Store.
Wallaces
ltc
mattresses as it is your house in
pic
FOR SALE Some hand painted
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hall, who
your spring cleaning, so send your
tures in oil and water color. Mrs. mattress to the Favorite Mattress Co. have been here attending thv bedside
R. E. Bochelle, 100 S. Rencher.
to be made new and sanitary. Work of Mr. Hall's mother, Mrs. R. M. Hall,
called for and delivered back to you returned this week to Commanche,
to
of
shies
pairs
WANTED 2,000
Texas..
on same day. Phone 347.
W.
repnrr. Clovis Shoe Hospital,
Grand Avenue.
STRAYED One black mare 4 years PIANO TUNING Satisfaction guarold, weighs about 1150 or 1200 lbs.
anteed or no money accepted. ElecFour rowii furnished
FOR KENT
Two bay mares 4 and 7 years old, w. tric and automatic player repairing.
Apply
in.
close
cottage, modern,
Hp about 1 00 lbs., one is a shade lighter I tune pianos for $3..ri0. Satisfactory
lit 308 North Mitchell.
than the other nnd is short and references. R. J. Harris, phone No.
Modern light house- chunky built. They got out March 232.
FOR KENT
keeping apartment. Mrs. Grant, 212 10th. Notify Z. L. Young. 3 miles
'
Miss Patching, teacher in the public
west and one mile south of HoHene,
UP.
East Bidden.'
schools here, returned the first of
Griffith
place.
G.
J.
on
Hatching'
WHITE WYANDOT.TES,
the week from Goodnight, Texas
Write for R. J. HARRIS, formerly of Galves- where she attended the funeral of
eggs and baby chicks.
ton, has moved to Clovis and will Miss Frances Roach, who was buried
Blanco Poultry Yards,
catalogue.
start a class in violin. Anyone de- there last week.
Box 1600, El Paso, Texas
siring his services may get in touch
FOR RENT Bed rooms, modern, with him at phone 232, or Croft
Quality and prices always the best,
presteam heat, close in, gentlemen
Music Company. Satisfactory refer- but our prices are positively cash to
Mrs. W. H. Shumate, 420 ence.
ferred.
all. KEMP LUMBER COMPANY.
W. Munroe, phone 225.
Mrs. R. M. Hall, who has been seriFOR SALE OR TRADE ScholarRick, and who underwent an
ously
College,
ship in Tyler Commercial
operation recently at the Baptist hosTyler, Texas. Pfcona, write er sec
pital, was able to b. brought home
B. F. FeuM, Fnrwcl., Texas.
from the hospital Wednesday nnd her
IF YOU rROTOSE building we can
many friends hope for her speedy
recovery.
serve you well. Call and tnlk it
Construc-tio- n
over.
Emerson, P. & O. Canton, and
Co., Room 20, Barry Bldg. ,25tfc
Case Listers. See ui before buying.
CLOVIS HOME WANTED Have
1920 model Ford Sedan, in good
condition, to .trade in on a Cbvis
n I IP! !
I
home,
Write me at Tolar, N. M. H
p
S. Houthit.
M. F. Patterson, W. H. Duckworth,
Good young jack, ?
FOR TRADE
E. W. Bowyer, E. C. Parker, P. A.
years old, will weigh about 10J0 lbs.
LaShire, George Roach, J. W. TanWill trade for good young work team'.
ner, J. R. Denhof and Fayette Cope-lanJ. A. Jameson, two and a half mile
Jr., attended the Chapter meetnorth of St. Vrain, N. M.
ing of the Masonic Lodge at Portalei
Wednesday evening of last week.
FOUND Ladies' brown hand bag at MrVWWWWAWWWW
enclub
Progress
High School after
The best bargains you've ever seen
for that newspaper
tertainment luat Saturday. Owner
n house dresses Mrs. W. G. Broome,
or
advertieement
News
at
calling
by
CBn have lame
circular may ex
M'lllner.
lte
office
pratf your idcaa but.
effective typography
' E. P. Coolcy, J. H. Hilgartner. F.
LOST
ioal diiplay
Pair of glasses on streets of
DM. Patterson, W. H. Duckworth, Geo.
celecenary to get beet
Clovis.
Double lcne glass,
'.oach, E. W. Bowyer, B. W. Johnson,
With your
remits.
Will
bows.
gold
luloid rims, with
knowledge ol your
C. Parker, Laurel Johnson, John
ofgive reward for return to News
buiinees and our
t. Howard, W. B. Hartley, J. R.
ltc
knowledge of the
fice.
Frank Calkins.
"enhof and Fayette Copeland, Jr.,
REMEMBER printing art we eaa
'tended the Chapter meeting of the
FOR SALE Five room modern
We kr Always oootcrata to mul Year Senrtc tual advantage J0
tasonic Lodge at Portales Wcdncs-V- j
dwelling, east front, close to High
evening.
School, large rooms, good sheds and
.VYWWVWVWWaVVWrtVeV
barns. Located at 900 North Pile.
Buy a farm, it will make you tome
down.
Gdod terms, small payment
Up
real money, Reagan Land Co.
Sue Curren Agency,
24-4- p

1

Milliner.

Shoe repairing neatly done at CloFor hemstitching and picoting see
vis Shoe Hospital, 4th door west of Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods
Austin's
2
store.
Cornel) will
clnss shape.

your auto in
For hemstitching and picoting sec
Have it done now Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Diy Good?
before the spring rush, corner Gid- store.
ding and Hagerman.
Wo buy and sell mules and milk
Curry County promises to have a cows, also sell you groceries as cheap
wheat crop. Don't as anybody. Willmon Bros., old Lone
allow a hail storm find you without Star Wagon Yard.
hail insurance. Our companies pay
promptly and liberally. Clovis AbFor fire insurant' see Doughton
stract and Insurance Co., successors un' Co.
to Baker Bros.
tfc.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Our coal business is black but we
In the District Court, Curry Countreat you white. Lane & Sons Grain
ty, New Mexico.
Co.
To the defendant, Aron Holder:
The green bug scare has passed;
Ella Hunter, plaintiff, vs. Aron
the hail season is now upon us; we Holder, defendant. No. 1738.
You are hereby notified that a suit
have good strong companies that pay;
insure that wheat now. Clovis Ab- in attachment has been commenced
stract and Insurance Co., successor to against you in the District Court
Baker Bros.
aforesaid by the plaintiff to reover

first

record-breakin-

g

1

thereon and 10'r for attorney's fees,,
and that your property has been at
tached and that unless you be and ap- near before this court on or before
the 2!th day of May, 1921, and pluaoV
herein, judgment will be rendered
against you by default and your prjp- erty so attached will be sold to satisfy the same and tho costs of suit,
as prayed in the complaint herein;
that Patton & Hatch and Walter W.
Mnves. whose residence and busjnes
address ia Clovis, New Mexico, ar
the attorneys for plaintiff.
Witness my hnnd as clerk of sans
Court and the Beal thereof, at Clovis,,
New Mexico, this Maich 2!th. 192U
DANIEL BOONE,
(SEAL)

Cfcri

Regular Communication.
A. F. A A. M.
Next
NiM
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

-

Tudy
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Springtime

Necessities
Sometimes the wind blows in Clovis, but it can't blow as
much dirt into your house in a day as you can remove in thirty
minutes with one of our Torrington Vacuum Cleaners. Rugs,
Curtains, Window Sills. Picture Moulding, or any other part of
the house is easily accessible. At your convenience we would
be very glad to show you.
x

-

Sometimes the water pressure is good. Our hose can be
cut to any length you wish to water your lawn, and you do not
have the waste of buying a hose too long or not long enough.
It's moulded hose, too. We would like to show you the durability test it will stand.

Brown-Thomps-

324-4t-

Then our new oil stoves!!! Unless you have used this
brand, you have an agreeable surprise due you. They are worth
more, but sell for less than any other good brand.
It is worth your time to investigate.

d,

Yonr
Copy

The Clovis News

opens- Deairb orne
-

:

Hardware Company
"Your Money Back If You Want It"
PHONE 221

'

CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO
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THE CLOVIS NEWS.
sentation of the members of the Association from both Quay and Curry
Counties. President J. W. Welch presided and secretary J, W. Cook gave
the report of the last year' work
which made a most creditable showLET THE "OLIVER POWER-LIFPLOW"
ing.
The officers and board o( diHELP PUT YOUR FARM ON A PAYING BASIS I rectors are to be highly congratulated
on the success attained.
This plow docs tin- - work thoroughly.
is ecoIn 1920 the Association insured
nomical it is convi'iiioiit to use.
grain to the value of $358,422.50
They paid in damages to farmers sufCOMK IX AND LKT US OIVK YOU A DEMONfering loss a total of $17,816.97. The
STRATION OF IT.
cost to each farmer was about seven
per cent and 1920 is recognized as
being a severe season for hail damage.
The Association saved the farmers
over $15,000.00 in insurance costs
through the mutual company.
s
A few amendments to the
of the association were adopted which
it is blieved will make the association
of better service to its members.
The board of directors was unaniexcept Mr. J. W.
mously
Cook, who is retained as tecreAry,
We
now nfferinjr a UKI HKDUCTION IN
but at his request is displaced on the
VliWK on the
board of directors.
The board of directors for 1921
is as follows: J. H. Welch, Mr. Jor- il
jdan, Mr. Lawson, Mr. Curtis, and Mr.
Wesson, directors from Quay county;
at n'"o,l terms.
tflid Mr. S. S. Allcorn, Field; Mr. S.
We have a .f.uioo stock of repair parts in transit. ''W. Tipkin, Claud; and Mr. A. P.
directors
Lofton, Hollene, district
from Curry County. Each of these
directors will perfect the organization
in his respective dUtrk-- t
of Curry
Rear Campbell Ice Cream Co.
County by selecting solicitors and ap
praisers where needed.
114 W. Washington
Clovis, N. M.
Farmers' Mutual Hail Insurance is
no longer an experiment. It has made
good in many sections of New Mexico
cannot lac behind the movement. Now and other states. The Forrest Hail
is your chance to complete your or- Association should receive the unani
ganization and membership with the mous support of the grain growers of
ivi
4
aid of an expert organizer who can j Curry County as well as Quay Coun- tell in a convincing way what tho ty.
Protection from hail losses is
is doinic for within the reach of the grain farmer
farm
bureau
movement
who
fails
The farmer or stockman
at a very moderate rate.
to join his county funn and live stock the farmer."
The Tucumcari band gave a pro- bureau and lino up with the state and
Cooperative
Selling
Eggt
of
Pay.
or band and vocal music ami
; gram
lint iomil organizations is losing que
"Those who followed the cbk mark- jlivenid up the business program, E.
of his irreatcst oi)iii tunilics to bet
et during the month of Kebrunry will C. Hollmger, county agent of Curry
tor his own cundition.
be agreeably surprised,
no doubt, County, guve a short talk on the work
upon receiving a return of 3(!c per of the American Federation of Farm
State Farm and Livestock Bureau di.zen net for the February eggs,"
Bureaus and on Farmers' Cooperative
Conducts Membership Campaign
was4ho way a letter read that was ad- Marketing.
The State Kami ami Livestock
dressed to members of the Mcsllla
A ball game and broncho busting
has secured thy services of S. Valley Poultry Association, accom- rounded out the activities of the day.
I'lfd CuniniiiiK" from tin- American panying their February egg check.
Kami lUircuu Federation, lj assist in This was just !c per dozen premium
Will H. Pattison, president of the
eompletine; Kami liuivnii oiitaniza-tion- s over the average of the highest price Curry County Farm Bureau says:
in New Mexico.
Mr. t'uimnini.' during the month and an average of
"The County Karm Bureau through
ha just completed a most successful 12c nior than
received the State and National Farm Bureaus
membership campaign in i i.ona and bcnlly. When a cooperative selling is our only hope for immediate or
comes to New Mexico April 4 to hetrin association can get results such as 'oon relief in our big problems of
his work here. Since he can remain this no farmer can long afford to re- farm credits, transportation rates,
in tho state only a short time the main outside the organization.
legislative recognition and improveState Farm Bureau is asking him to
ment of markets. Help on .these probdevote his time to those foimlics
At the annual meeting of the For- lems is within our reach if we will
where he can Kocurc the active ami rest Farmers' Mutual Hail Assoc
line up with the farm bureau which
of the local farm
hearty
helil Saturday, April 2nd at For- is recognized as active county, state
bureau officials and members and rest, reports were given jf the work and national and which is able to sewhere a worth-whilcampaign can be of li)20 and reorganization for 1021 cure recognition for the farmer and
put on.
A very large crowd able to serve him in solving these
was perfected.
"Never before was there such a attended the meeting and enjoyed a
problems." Mr. Pattisnn
need as now exists for organization of bountiful basket dinner and splendid stands first, last and always for the
the farmers' interests," says Francis entertainment.
things of benefit to farmers, county,
K. Lester, president of the State Farm
AM members of the hoard of directstate and nationally. , It has been
and Livestock Bureau. "New Mexico ors were present and a goodly repre through his efforts that the services

Economy On The Farm
T

It

air

Pull Tractor

Rumley-O-

Tharp Brothers Machinery Co.

iu l

rAi

lu-na- n
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Horn in offal, liviiiR in and feeding on filth, the
house fly is the most IcrriMe single enemy of all

MAKE CLOVIS

mankind

union-,- '

BEST TOWN
ON EARTH

Kemp Cumber (ompatiu
f"

PHONE 19

L"3TT

of Mr. Cunimings has been secured accomplishing. Just one item out of
many: The Federation has been infor Curry County.
vestigating the demoralizing effect of
National Federation Doing Bif Thing the present high freight rates on the
The very things that .arc limiting farming interests of the country for
the farmers of Curry County are be- the high freight rates both going and
ing worked out by the Federation of coming; and as a result it has called
conference of shipping
a general
Farm Bureaus f
Marketing of grain and livestock. interests to be held in Chicago March
14th to present definite recommendaAdjustment of freight rates.
tions that will result in lower shipping costs.
New Mexico U Waking Up.
point: The National
"Another
Seven counties in New Mexico are
Bureau Federation has an exputting on big campaigns for Bureau Farm
pert investigating the present outmembership during April.
cry for the abolition of the excess
The State Farm Bureau is foster- profits tax and a proposal to shift this
ing this ci'mpaign.
tax to the consumer b a system of
President J. K. Howard of the rales tax. It stamps this effort as a
American Federation of Farm Bu- "social crime," and points out that
reaus snys; "In all my efforts I stress the proposed change is urged by the
the importance of the County Kami corporation interests through an orBureaus and of the State Ki'rni Bu- ganized plan of propaganda. It shows
reau Federations. Whatever success that the excess profits tax can hardly
the American Farm Bureau Federa- he the burden it is claimed to be on
tion may have had depends upon the capital corporations when the amount
fact that it has been buil, from the of money invested in new corporafarm up. It grew into State to reach tions of more than $100,000 capital
state and national fmo ocaose tin has increased in the past three years
local farm bureaus called for a
from 2'.. billions in l!HH, to 14 bilas a capstone of the struc- lions in 1D20.
ture, whose functions has been care"Every day that New Mexico postfully laid by the farmers themselves. pones getting behind the American
The farmers of the west are suffering ,Varm Bureau Federation with her
front the same general complaints of active support, she is standing in the
lack of markets, in- way
all agriculture
of her own agricultural interests,
sufficient credits and h gh transpor- and shirking a duty that she clearly
is
Organized agriculture
tation.
owes to herself and her best welfare."
properly putting its thought ami eneribgy to find solution for these pr
lems."
Francis K. Lester, New Mexico
RANCHVALE NEWS
Farm Bureau president, says:
"The main thouuht ot this whole
Farm Bureau movement is the fact
that the National Federation is doing
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Mnuser and
big things for the fanner that for- .Mrs. Smith attended church at Knter- merly wire impossible.
Those not in prise last Sunday.
constant touch with the activities of
Mrs. C. M. Steed had the pleasure
the Federation little realize what it is of a weeks' visit from her sister,

I THE

This is the ideal outfit for the man
who wants to be independent and do
his own threshing, and other belt
and drawbar work, exactly when he,
wants to, without waiting.
We picture a Case 8 Kerosene
Tractor and a Case 20x28 Thresher.
The tractor will handle all farm machinery requiring belt power Up to
its rated capacity.
plow
It will pull easily a
2 to 8 inches deep, or an

'

10-1-

ot

1).

1

.

1

KEROSENE7

r

'

3
Reduction in Price of from 10 to 20
on Everything in Case Line

CHARLES L. BOSK,
Pres. of Association.
The way to carry a stiif load
have a stiff upper lip.

is

to

Some men do what their wives tell
them to do, anil some are not married.

'

A man who has the germ of success
in him will succeed, no matter how
much failure there' is around h m.

BungalooAprons, Light

95c values
$1-2-

fo?

values for

5

75c

.

$1.00

Children's Gingham
Dresses. Real Bargain

27c per yd

95c, $1.25, $1.35
Boys Wash Suit, for the

oummer
95c, $1.25, $1.50, $1.65
A

?

n

27 inches wide

Lf d,es an
Children s Underwear

17c yd

Prices Reasonable

Tissue Ginghams, Stripes
and Plaids

Children's, Boys and Girls
Men's and Women's
Shoe Prices Still Lower

37c to 49c yd

TFSKTRACTORS

2."c.

THIS WEEK ONLY

Domino Apron Check
Blue and Green

1

and

Good Grade Drew Gingham

i

AT THE NEW STATE AUTO CO.

Finals of the Forensic contest will
be held at the U gh School Auditorium in Clovis at 8:00 o'clock p. in.,
Saturday, April 9th. Admission l.'ic

SPECIAL

6C yd- -

SIIINN, Agent

NOTICE!

500 Yards

2F7TnCcLCs0wu1e

22-sh-

and relatives.

National Gingham Week

. Toile de Norde Plaids

binder, a
grain drill, a
tion spike tooth harrow, an
double-actio- n
disc harrow or a largo
.manure spreader.
For belt and field work, this small
Case Tractor cannot be equalled. A
Case Thresher is equally superior.
Case Machinery has been famous for
,76 years.
Let us tell you how you can decrease the hard work on your farm,
with Case machinery,

We wish to thank the .people of
Kanclivale and others for their kindness to us in the inexpressible bereavement of our loved one, Mrs.
Frank Groves, who departed this lift-oApril lird, 1921.
F. M. Groves and family

SURP RISE S rSTAl5I7
I vKl s

KilbourniePlaidGingham
35 inches wide

A Small Case Thresher and Tractor

OF THANKS

CARD

j

12

fmU

Williams, of Gardiner,
Kansas. Mrs Williams left for her
home last Friday.
(J. W. Weathers' two children wcr
thought to have a case of mumps until) tho doctor pronounced it swollen
gland-- i caused by a cold.
Trustees elected for this district last Monday was Mr. Casey, and
ioi road overseer Mr. M. F. Mitchell,
Mr. Mix is moving to St. Vrain.
His wife and two children who have
been sick are iriiproving rapidly.
Miss Mattie Bull will soon come
from the hospital.
On Sunday naming n.ither boy
was added to Mr. J. O. Carpenter's
family. Mrs. Maxwell is proud of
her children, Mrs. Carpenter, and the
two boys, Harold and Otis.
Mrs. May

n

Special this Week

j

living creatures.

,

rancy Plaids

HI

nll

Lime his hreeding place and screen him out. Wo
have both and the cost is nothing compared to the
benefits derived. DO IT NOW.

"

Linf

fT

THE SURPRISE STORE
Prices Always Lower

(i)(s)(5)(g)

.

liiE

Sidewalks!

POULTRY

I

CACKLES
BULLETINS

cement sidewalk will not only add to your convenience but
v.ll add to the value of your property. Now is the time to build.
The weather i right and the price is riht.
We are completely equipped to handle all kinds of concrete
'
work.
A

Estimates Cheerfully
Furnished
R. F. CHAMBERS
Address 1002 N( Merriwether. P, 0. Box 201,
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WITH FOWLS

Noteworthy Success

of District
With 8mall
Flock Attributed to Study.

Columbia

H3r??7
m
V
S

of

Woman

tM
M

A!

:

(Prepared

by the United Slates Department of Agriculture.)
Ooe lien, a brood of 12 chickens,
and a few farmers' bulletins on poultry raising were the fouudutlou on
which airs. M. Lohrberg, a resident
of the District of Columbia, begnn
her poultry operations in the spring
of 11)19. During the first U month
Of 1020 tier (lock of eight birds the
hen and seven pullets lwld 1.0.19
eggs, an average of about 132. During the sume period she hutched
from three settings of eggs SO chickens, ot which s!ie rulxt'd 26.
The noteuni',1 y sdecess with poul- -

S

S.
)

to resume operations soon,
Mr. Gillenwater, one of Clovis' able
attorneys, was transacting business
in Texico Tuesday of this week.
The coming of April brings to our
Miss Evelyn Looney spent Saturnot
which
are
things
notice many
day and Sunday of last week with
every day happenings. The wind
'
Mows as in the annual custom, but
Many people and teachers of Curry
M, far hasn't been very bad.
county attended Parmer County's
The local grain market is doing
track meet last Saturday, and most
li
due
t
week,
M;iito u little business
of them stayed over for the basketi . a flight rise in grain prices.
ball game,
farmer County teachers
J. Doose and Kev. I.. I.. Thurs-!iiplayed Curry County teachers a good
lossuffered the misfortune if
iinc. Tile score stood 13 to 1(! in
The
ing their milk cows last week.
of rainier ('oii'ily.
favor
Ik
fever
cause was probably from in
The fellow that is cariy to X. M.
ami pneumonia.
And late to leave.
Dr. Foote has sold his office equipIs the one of much riches
ment ami we understand that Dr.
Purebred Rhode Island Red Cockerel
Doth receive,
Clarke 'is here to be one of us. No
(dine over and see.
try, calm' to the atlenliuu of the
particulars are known as to future
United Stales Department of AgriculArkansas Slim.
plans.
ture recently, wlien Mr I.ohrberg
ti.aii Woaten, the worthy assisteulted for an inMitloiial supply of
explaining
ant in the District Clerk's office at
I'ariiiet'N' bulletins,
that
with
owing to her success her neighbors
Farwcll spent Inst week-enlind liiirrimcil tlit.' bulletins which she
limm- folks at Clevis.
had formerly obtained,
There iA lot of difference in Tex-ic"1 never kepi any chickens before,"
They are not so
streets now.
she said, "mid knew nothing about
rough. Try 'cm for yuurself.
poultry raising until I got the tlrst
Texico schools had a general
brood and also the bulletins."
excursion April 1st. Cars were
Her chickens arc Illiode Hand Hcils
secured and they proceeded to the
from good slock, and a standard-brebrakes where the day whs spent in
rooster Is used. Thu Uock Is kept entirely under
conditions In
kodaking and a general siege of
chililren
if
the
and
Comes
to
a space HO by M feet, and the feed,
merriment?, A varied course of exyon have Dr. l'iorec's Golden
costing about $1 a week, Is suppleperiences were reported by a part 'Medical Discovery in the litm.se.
Hnsed on
mented by tuble scrapes,
of thV "crew."
"little-oiiosand "grownFor
prices, Hie estimated value of
retail
Church
The Stnte Line Baptist
ups" this old fashioned vegetable the US dozen eggs laid by lids' backopened their series of revival meetr
yard flock was about $02, hut none
is still
tonic and
Christthe
night
at
Sunday
ings Inst
were sold. A fondness for fresh eggs
Used by the million bottles every
ian Church in Farwell.
prompted tho family to keep every
everyused
was
year.
lirst
iy
Jt
living
R. T. Harmon, a farmer
one for family use. In addition, fried
body Ml years ago and is still safe
chicken and roast fowl graced the
about five miles northwest of Texico, and siine because it contains no
table frequently.
lost his barn and a lot of fine seed, alcohol or narcotic. It is made
In DepartActing un suggestions
due to a fire Monday. The origin of up of niood root, Oregon (5 rape
ment of 'Agriculture literature, she Is
the fire is unknown.
Stone
root,
root,
Q
root, win's
planning to "put down" In water-glas- s
S. C. Hunter, a prominent citizen Cherry Hark, without alcohol.
solution a good supply of eggs
peaceful
his
from
of our city, nwoke
Make' your blood redder and next season. Her poultry house is
disslumber last Sunday morning to
your health better by going to small, but scrupulous care hi cleancover that his garage had been
ing it out every dnj, combined with
your neari'-- l druggi-t- , and oband his Kurd cur was gone. taining Dr. heroes (lohlen Medclose personal attention to good feeding Is responsible, she believes, for
No clue was found as to the theft. ical Discovery in tablet or liquid
the absence of poultry diseases and
This is the second theft to happen
tioi'tn.
ailments.
and all indications point to
Send 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's
the fact that the thieves were well
in I'ull'alo. X. Y if
Laborinory
SANITARY HOUSES FOR HENS
the
and
acquainted with surroundings
u trial package of the
wish
you
affair must have been a
To Secure Adequate Returns In Egpt
Feeling is running high and tablets.
scheme.
and Growth Buildings Must" Be
citizens will spare no efforts or means
The first thing to do in c;ua
Light and Ventilated.
makers
dull,
mischief
perlogy.
apprehend
the
menu.
to
von feel
of
to
them.
and deal out, "just dues"
haps feverish, is to take a dose
Chickens will not give adequate reThe Western Tire Company's
castor oil or something better. turns In eggs or growth when kept
aloin and tinder Insanitary conditions, sny spemeeting was well attended made of
A favorable report
iaiap, nml long sold by druggists cialists of the United States Iiepnrt-men- t
last Saturday.
of Agriculture. Tim construction
was made and the plant is expected as Dr. Tierces Pleasant l'ulluU.
of the poultry house should receive
first attention. Sufficient air space,
lighting and ventilation should be provided, and the etrMre house cleaned at
frequent Intervals.
While thelie precautions cannot be
depended upon to control mlt's and
lice, they aid the potiltryman In determining when these pests are present. Furthermore, the fowls are kept
In vigorous condition, which In Itself
aids In controlling pesis. Plrty and
Insanitary bouses provide Ideal dreed-Ilt coinllllcpiis for Insects and gernH
willed are detrimental to poultry.
TEXICO NEWS BRIEFS
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s Charming shoes for

I

Wherever one goes

The charm of happy dancers! The fascination of
dancing feet! Indeed, "the poetry of motion!"

S

v

if only

And yet, light hearted, light footed are they
their shoes permit.

$Mp

D;:nting shoes must be indescribably dainty, smart;
Much of the party's
and perfectly, easily comfortable.
pleasure lies therein.

i

I

b tc you will find charming shoes for charming occasions
new styles in the Red Cross Shoe.

bewitch-in-

v

SJ:

1

The secret of its graceful, dainty charm, of its supreme comfort
v.iihide to fit llie fuul in artiun.
mujels
Wc arc ready with a selection of distinctive Red Cross Shoe
for dancing and party wear that will delight ou. Come in and try
the very one uu want is here.
them

u

cij

holi-ila-

Health
yu

wffei
JVU

charming occasions

Prices,
range

varying of couise with the materials,
between

re moderate.

They

lb:a

D

lmck-yiit-

From $9 to $12

iJ

r
A
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0
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mi in
1' y murine

at ihvwn

luturt and mtU h A'd
t'reu Skw Vn'imri.

blood-make-
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hurg-IniUs-
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May-appl-
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m nrrv your shoes

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
'

FRIO ITEMS

Sunday Mr. Fred Fnhsholtz came
after his son, Joe, who has been staying with Tiis uncle, E. A. Fahsholtz,
and going to school here.
Quite a crowd from here, Shlloh
and Pleasant Hill went to the brakes
for a picnic Sunday. All reported a
fine time. Some of the young folks
came back by Hollene and atayed for
church that night.
Mr. John Donehay and family spent
Sunday with Mrs. Donchay's sister,
Mrs. John I.ee, of the Claud

Thdmn Pierce Spent last Wednesday night with Miss Hose.
Several from here' uttendcri the
School Fair at Farwell Saturday.
Born Saturday, April 2 to Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Clark, u baby girl.
Mr. John Donehay and Marshael
Palmateer helped Mr. J. W. Rose fix
his well Saturday.
Nora Brown stayed with Mrs. Mcwent to
Lean while Mr. McLean
Kansas City with a load of cattle.
MiBS Florrie Mahaffey and several
friends from Pleasant Hill and Texico
called on Misses Jewell and Ruby
Rose Friday evening.
and daughter,
Mrs. John Berry
Alice, of the Shiloh community, spent
last week visiting her sister, Mrs. B.

C. Turner,
C'rumes.

and her

mother,

Mrs.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
All persons are notified that the
undersigned was appointed as administrator of the estate of Jesse F.
deceased, by the Probate
Lee,
Court of Curry County, New Mexico, on the !th day of February,
1921, and all claims must be legally presented for payment within one
year, or same will be forever barred..
T. Lawson,
Administrator,

Those who live for gain don't have
nearly as good time as those who liva
for service.

n

!is-ease- d

fowls, or llne with malformed'
bills or feet, fall ready prey In lice,
mites and other Insect pests, mid
should be removed us soon as

DON'T FORCE BREEDING HENS

Maybe This Is The Best Bank For You

Controlled and Operated By:

If 8trong Healthy Chicks Are Desired
Fowls Must Be Kept In Good Con.
dltion Ir, Winter.

""'-

'

immmmmmmmmmmw..

.mA.

MAfcGVCRJTt
Cjkuamour.l(?;chirc$
the future in "Scrambled Wivies,"
her latest comedy made by her own
company which will be presented at
the Lyceum Theatre Saturday night
They heard the laughs In
when this comedy convulsed
Marguerite Clark has all the trials Broadway last season, and we'll hear
f a divorce, and all the tribulations the screams of laughter from here
! a girl who wavers between the hus-m- d to Texico when it is shown at the
of the past and the husband of Lyceum Saturday night.

"Oh!" She saw another girl take
possesion of her fiance! He saw his
own wife come Into Luclle's room,
ookintr for him! And all the time
hey trembled behind the curtain- -he
poor boob snecied! What a

Many a breeder has fallen Into the
pit of forcing his breeders for winter
eggs and then wonders how It Is
that the eggs don't hatch well !n
the spring. If you iwnnt strong
healthy chicks and big hatches you
will do well to keep your hens in
good condition but not force them for

&
S. A. Join, fiisliier
Chas E. Dennis, President
O. W. Singleton and Cash Ramey, Vice Presidents
J. E. Lindlcy and C. S. Hart, Directors

heavy egg production.

ESSENTIALS

OF EGG MAKING

Sproutsd Oats or 8teimed Clover and
Meat Scrap Take Place of

The Citizen's Bank of Clovis
RESPONSIBLE

SAFE

Bugs and Grass.
Laying hens need the elements of
egg milking that are found so freely
tn their summer range meat and
grass. Both are vitally necessary to
making hens lay, and can be supplied
with hut little trouble, In the form of
ment scrap, and sprouted oata or
teamed clover.

"THE FARMERS FRIEND"

RELIABLE

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
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Perfumes

Underthings

Hosiery

Dainty Neckwear

Ribbons

THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1921.

iiMfii

The white collar is with us
again. The white or cream near
the face is very becoming.
Women always welcome the
Change the
separate collar.
collar on the dress and you
change the appearance of the

For sashes, dross trimmings,
undvrwear, hat trimmings, hair
bows, camisoles and hand bags.

The new sash ribbons give

We have a dandy good black

Navy silk
$2.50.

in white,

so much to the charm of the

dress.

trimmings in all the new color-

Ecru batiste allovcr embroidery made into Peter Pun
and vestee with collar attached. This is one of the
most popular collar materials

ings.

on the ih in

edge and

ribbons for

two-tone- d

IIijc.kIi

-

il,

picot

of

plaiil

ii

n.

e

Satin
The new Moonglow
Petticovers in blue, orchid and
white.

White silk hose with embroidered design on top of foot for
$2.50.

Short bloomers to match the
petticovers.

.Full run of sizes in medium
weight hose !15c.
Extra fine mercerised lisle
hose in white, brown and black,
(i.'lC.

shades.

striped ribbons fur hair bows.

field-mous-

For girls and bpys we have
light and medium weight Cadet
hose, all sixes, 50c.

ktt.

Wonderful tailored lilk Camiin heavy Crepe de Chine,
Satin and Radium Silk. Prices
$2.00, $2.50, $3.50, $4.50, and
$5.00.

and white silk hose, a
splendid quality at $1.50.

Good black lisle hose 50c and
75c.

Venice vostces with collar
in white, cream and toast

liomiui

I

and

Black, white and brown silk
hose $1.60.

col-lu-

A big assortment

$1.60

We have black, brown,

Collar and cuff sets in Venice
cream and toast
shades

the high color touch that adds

hose

m

V

--S

of sensible play

suits in striped romper cloth. These are the
best wearing materials to be had far the small boy. Prices $2.00,
$2.50 and $:i.f0.
Lord Fauntleroy

4

V
I

A

I

Ror.iper suits made up in heavy dark romper cloth that washes
and wears well.

I

Long silk glovfcs in black,
white, gray, and brown.

Long white silk gloves trimA very
smart glove.

low

med in bands of black.

Melba Toilet Wuter, Talcum
Powder and Face Powders.'

The glove is a very important item of the dress.

Visit our Toilet Goods department. The salesladies will
help you to get the right cream
for your complexion.

that many of the ladies
.are substituting for kid gloves.

We have the heavy silk short
gloves

Children's Spring Dresses
.Smart little garments that are so attractive and moderately
pi iced Unit mothers, will be glad because they will not have to buy
the goads and muke dresses for their girls this season.

Prices $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50

,

Dresses Sizes 2 to 6

striped galatea.

r

tan kid gloves.

Daggett & Ramsdell's Perfect
Cold Cream that is a cleansing
cream and skin food in one.

are

f

per-

Mavis Perfumes, Toilet Water, Talcum, Face Powder.

Crepe de Chine and Radium
gowns in extra good quality.
$8.00, $10.00, $12.50, and
$15.00.

Wash, suits made up in solid brown and blue romper cloth and

ft

Mary. Garden Powders
fumes and Creams.

Wonderful values at $2.60,
$2.80, $3.50, $5.00, $0.50 and
$8.50.

These silk unijerthings
all bought on the new
market.

The glove section Is a very
busy place these days. Short
sleeves call for long gloves.
Long black,' white, brown, and

Some are imported, others
are not, but they are all goad.

Silk Teddies, lace trhnmed
and tailored In Satin, Crepe de
Chine and Radium.

Boys' Wash Suits
We have an unusually good looking ussortment
suits and wash suits for the small boy.

Or Toilet Water, Face Pow-de- r,
Creams, Rouge, Dipsticks,
and Combination sets.

sole

silk hose for $2.00.

'

dress.

TAILORED SILK
UNDERWEAR

FOR THE FAMILY

vW!

Dainty organdy, batiste and poplin dresses made in the cutest
styles sashes, ruffles and flare skirts. You will have to see these
dresses to appreciate what good values they are for $:l.00, $3.50,
$:5.85 and $5.00.
Good looking gingham dresses some

of them with rompers to

match.
Orgjmily dresses, sizes

8

to

14

years, in y How, rose and Freneh

blue
Creepers in white, pink and blue and tiny checks. Some of the
creepers, have chickens and other designs worked on them.

Prices $5.00 and $6.00
(

iinwnnn

i iimii

iA,hto.

x
x
4

Kendall Dry Goods Company

X
X

BAPTIST HOSPITAL NEWS.

I CHURCHRS

?

POPULAR CLOVIS GIRL
WAS MARRIED MONDAY

Many of our citizens are not aware
of the great work now being ol,
r,is
bv the local Baptist hospital.
Institution was opened to the public
last October and since that time-cores of people have gone there for
It isnothing to have fif- treatment.

RIBBON TRIMMINGS ARE NEW

DAN CUPID WINS

IN

LIVELY TILT WITH COPS

Affords
Attractive
Embellishment
Cupid always finds a way, A young
Clarence Leo Eberwem and
Hand Touch Worth Adding at
couple,
whose former home wan Ro
Miss Mae Henrietta O'Neill were mar
Home to th! Store Dress.
to Clovis on Monday of'
well,
came
ried Monday morning at the Sacrul
Ribbon ir'ininiliiu's ari rather new
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
week
be married. They were I
this
to
ceremony
Hc.rt Catholc Church, the
mid an ntiraetive hand toiicli worth
of"
short
funds
piiri'luiseil
and spent about
the
to
store
III
tdMng
hnine
!!;. a.
Bible Scho.d
Fabian
being perfoniud by Father
dress. One very striking street dress two days waiting for money to be
Communion and morning
atcouple
was
luidal
Hoerner. The
of Inn wool was trimmed wlih lilnek wired from the
father In
11 '00 a.
worship .......
..
,,,wl Ihn
l
I
... I,,,
IM.'.I
,,l ..
(.,..., i,.,,.,.!.,
u I in.,. IL ... IV,
on Texas.
..v
iv .'l'iv
ll. lliv
eP'e rllilion (funiierlj nnisl
' M'l
(I '"ll) I)
in desperation
the
HI
Y. P. S. I'. K.- !('11(inl
n ,i"lu wlH'n bride's sister, Misa Anna O'Neill. Miss millinery) one hull wide. Mint whs
th,'R' is
bride attempted to cash what she adn m I1'1 f"t't'
Evangelistic Service .
you will not find a dozen patients on Agnes Lul.o.lde played the wedding Vlnited anil Inld on eni'li sie seuni. mitted
to be a forged check at the
Prayer Service,
ll
Tin ribbon was arranged s,,
hand. In a single week (last week) march.
The
Mils Southwestern Drug Gonifiany.
lioin,
Hie
7:30 p. m.
Wednesday.
down
at
ami
niirrowed
patients were" there frjmi Portales,
to
In ide is the daughter of John Hindi the sMIiniietio slightly
forgery
such
was
sus
arouse
the
.is
The
lop
...
p.
...
7:00
Thursday.
.lutiior Choir,
in. St vra.n, v.rauy, ri .auo
..I ana
,,HS ,)L.n HU.IIOKnph,.r at
luvia.y.,.,,
Flotvor satin ribbons In liresden picion of the clerk taking the check
.7:00 p. m.
Senior Choir, Friday
Aew .Mexico aim irom .cuiosiue the Santa Fe offices for some time. eohirliuts lire elianning for binding and her arrest was caused. She ad A
The subject for Sunday evening's
and Amarillo, Texas. Thus it is seen The groom's home is at Chanute, Kan-sa- hn'h frocks and slipovers.
A gray
milled that she had attempted to cash
sermon will be "Baptism, its reason that this institution
becoming
is
t
where the newly married couple velours dress seen was solely trimmed the check in order to get money
and action." This wiil be a doctrinal known for miles around.
short bell to get married on. The hat was
around the square
home.
make
their
will
will
which
set
sermon in
the minister
While the hospital is owned and
sleeves and the plain Willi blue and
the ceremony pink liresden rllilion hoilinl around to passed among the crowd that had POPULAR CLOVIS COUPLE
Immediately afti
forth primative baptism, why and how operated by the Baptist church, it is
Co.
it was performed. The ordinance of open equally to people of every faith, Monday morning the young couple niakp a three foiirilis inch bunding. congregated at the City Drug wedMARRIED AT ALBUQUERCJ
the
finance
to
raised
money
and
smock,
they
will
make
baptism will be administered at the and of no faith. No discrimination left for Chunute where
Kor the colorful slipover or
against
Charges
ling.
dismissed
were
wim
nn oriental pniierneii rinonn
their home.
lose of the service.
Announcement af the marriagJ
is to be made on account of the rei designs
mi black, the bride, the couple was married by Mr. Ora A. Kennedy and Miss Mild
gold, red and gi
('has. 1). Poston, Minister.
All
ligious belief of any applicant.
Is up to date. A pocket, a neek lac- Judge Noble and the crowd wished Whiting,
OFF FOR CLOVIS
both of Clovis, were reel
will be treated with equal courtesy
ing, or to make a narrow sash run the newly-wed- s
well. The bride said
BAPTIST CHURCH
id this morning. The marriage, wl
waistat
buttonholed-silland attention in every particular.
the
Walthrough
B.Williams, Burt Intermill,
she was twenty years old and ad- took place in Albuquerque on AprJ
The present force of nurses and tt,r
line will give Hip desirable distinctive mitted this was her second matrimonivt (jeo. Freemeyer and
Our Sunday school is one of the
was attended by Mr. and Mrs. VI
,
are taxed to the limit of u,
left for Clovis, N. M., in ness.
al venture.
largest in the state. Our banner ating and a few friends.
management
strength
and
the
their
Williams' car. The boys expect
tendance was Faster Sunday when we will have some
The bride had been visiting friJ
NOTES
FASHION
additional help as soon t mlvt. a 3U, gto, v (, the Herald
DON'T FORGET.
had 514 present. Last Sunday we
in Helen, where she stopped off!
as practicable, also the church solicits on tni.;r n.tllin,
(Colo.)
Huxtun
"f Shetland wool
rndergnrments
had 445. The school is doing good
route home from a visit of sedj
the interest of the public in this great nerfl,.
That we are headquarters for all
are very popular on the continent.
work and merits the support of all
weeks in California.
Mr. Kenl
humanitarian enterprise.
of
the latest kinds of field and garden seeds.
A smart" new feature
the people. We have recently built
met
her
they
Sunday,
there
and
PROGRESS CLUB
millinery Ik lint pins of enormous size
Just in a fine lot oJ early seed joined by Mr. and Mrs. Whititil
an annex to our building and this en- EDITORS TO MEET IN
ENTERTAINS HUSBANDS Slid extravagant elianieter.
potatoes, Texas Red rust proof oats Albuquerque.
ables us to take care of a large num
AMARILLO NEXT WEEK
Manv smart hats are being trimmed
been rccleaned, home grown
ber of additional people, both for
The ladies of the Progress Club on- with the samp sort of fur which trims that have
Bom tnc young people are j
Iowa Silver Mine seed corn.
the Sunday school and church servaccom
to
nieatlt
nre
hus
they
known in Clovis. The bride has 1
the coat
The Panhandle Press Association tertained complimenting their
Chick and chicken feed. Expect a here for a number of years, ami''
ices.
will meet in Amarillo on the 15th and bands last Suturday evening in the nnnv.
downs ivhlch look to the Kast for supply of oyster shell, grit and char Kennedy for the pnst several mbl
The B. Y. P. U. is also one of the Kith of April. This organization is Domestic Science department of the
slvlng place to coal.
best in New Mexica. The meetings composed of the newspaper men of High School, which was so artistically their inspiration are
lias been connected with thc.Ba
those newer and smnrler rocks d- - THE WILL II . PATISON SSED CO, MuwM.if.ii.il rnmn.,ni.
by large numbers of Western Texas and Eastern New Mex- - decorated with house plants, cut now
: are' attended
the Spnlilsh mode.
after
slcned
.f
riM
(.. v
lit I...
Old Mexica Commission House.
young people ami splendid programs ieo and has a large membership. Ama - era and Navajo rugs as to present
lovia
11117 win oe m noiue
The fans of the vason are elaborate
All rillo is making preparation to give the
every Sundav.
are rendered
ter April 15th.
a cheerful appearance that no and of many varieties. One Interesting
other departments of the church work newsnaner neonle plenty of enter- - one would realize but that he were model of curled ostrich has a tiny mir
W. C. T. U. MEETING.
being entertained in a country club, ror In the center. Another Is made of 444.ft4'4e4'l"l4t't"l4"l4i4"i2:
are in a flourishing condition and tainment
we invite the public to come y?Sth us
, Hearts furnished amusement for the several swirls of paradise.
We Sell
The W. T. C. IT. will meet
Thorp are two silhouettes which
A
benefit of all our
delicious
. and get the full
evening.
CLOSING SALE.
G. M. Hockenhull at 202
Mrs.
seavery
this
popular
to
be
ervices. Regular services are held
luncheon was served. Several qf the promise
n
at
Wallace on
They are the long slender out
son.
recently
present
law
re
account
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gentlemen
of
the
follows:
and
ladies
as
Sf
o'clock.
the pagoda effect. The latter
and
line
Harpatent
C.
HiSO
and
W.
passed,
prohibiting
of
sale
a. m.
Sunday school
snonded to toasts, Mr.
slen
skirt topped by
circular
a
has
0:25 p. m. proprietary medicines, I will close out riHon acting as toastmaster.
At
B. Y. P. U
Tha Hihett Crada Macaroni,
der waist and a very plain bodice.
ROOFING
2:30 p. m. my stock of Watkins goods at once. Hte hour, but before the advent of
Junior B. Y. P. U
Spaihetti.Eig Noodlai, and
is
There
no
time like the prcsan
a
2:30 p. m.
were said and
Supply yourself with extracts, Sunday,
Sunbeam Band
other Macaroni products.
fix that old leaky roof. See Bro
H. G. Rowly of Ft. Sumner wa a
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m. spices, toilet articles, etc., while you praises of the able committees, who
Thompson Construction Company;
Clovia visitor Monday.
had charge of the entertainment
Public Worship, preaching services, can get something good.
Stallings' Grocery
roofing and
all kinds of built-u- p
G. H. Blankcnship.
were without number,
Every Sunday at 11 a. in. and 7:30
Neglect opportunity, and
pairing. Room 20, Barry Build
243
W.
Stumph.
Thone
Wallace,
C.
North
910
p. ra.
Patronize our advertiser!.
Clovia, N. M.
will neglect you.
2tp
Pastor.
Clovis, N. M.
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suggestions that may oo offered. All
are requested to contribute ai the TRUCKING PROVES TO
program progresses.
Singer, Notice I
BE ECONOMICAL WAY
Mr. John F. Taylor, preaident of
the Curry County Singing Convention
has requested that you save this copy
I he following notes from a "Ship
of the News, as the program printed ty iruck" enthusiast give an insight
TO HAVE HAIL INSURANCE
above will be the official program into the future of the motor truck as
of the Convention.
an asset to the farm and the city.
AND NOT NEED IT
mixed quartet, Jennings, Welch and
Mr. Taylor also announces that it
you
"If
regard
the
railroads
as
the
others.
is necessary for every class to know long
OR
SELECTED
arm of commerce, you must rec-o- n
11:20, Song by Hollene class,' led the convention hymns named above.
the motor truck as the fingers
TO NEED HAIL INSURANCE
by Prof. J Ai Conway: Ilollenc male
which reach in, here, there and ev- FOR
AND NOT HAVE IT
FIRSJ MEETING quartet, Messrs. Conway and others,
ffyw'iore to pick up the load and
11:30, Song by Bellview class, led
place it at its destination."
H. S.
J
Everyone Invited to Come end Bring by Prof. Jack Welch: Bellview male
INSURE YOUR WHEAT NOW WITH
SOCIETY
Many '
a Well Filled Basket.
!iFirt8tone
NOTES
quartet, Professors Welch and Con
Singen to be There.
way.
,,.,...
nr
n KUTVPV tit v.i.
ho fifiU
iu vt. II1ULU1
11:40, Song by Grady class, led
trucks today, reveals the following
More than loOO people arc expectJUNIOR-SENIO.
PARTY
by Will M,cCrew: Grady mixed quar
facts:
ed to bp on huiul for the first amuiiil
McGrew and others.
Up to approximately 85 miles the
which will be held at the Kanchvale let,
Another of the attractive affairs
lhGO, Sjng by Texico class, led by of the
Curry County
Singing Convntion
school year was given Friday, motor truck can transport merchanMr. Lunsford: Texico mixed quartet,
April 1, in the Domestic Science room dise by continuous run more chaply
school on Sumluy, April 17th.
Misses Lunsford and others.
Successor to Baker Bros.
when the Juniors entertained the Sen- than the freight train.
A tentative program has been pre12:00, Song by San Jon class, led iors at a
Clovis,
Trucking
New Mexico
five o'clock tea. The rooms
through motor truck
pared, in which more thun twenty by
Prof Cameron Ba.zil: San Jon
classes will compete for the hoiiars mhied quartet Prof. Bax.il and others. were beautifully decorated in pink terminals is cheaper than express to
and white, Senior colors. Music was a distance of 190 miles.
of the day. Class soups and male and
12:10, Mixed quartet, Happy, Tex. furnished by
Blanche Lanewood Stev.
Continuous run trucking costs are these men have at one tinm nr nimilu.i.
mixed quartets will occupy most of
Messrs. and Misses Taylor.
HOLDING REVIVAL
enson, and several numbers were ren 'lightly less than trucking costs
the time, and special numbers will be
thru given cordial endorsement
to the
Address, Capt.
12:1"),
C. II. dered by
the school quartette.
terminals to about 120 miles. Beyond Ship by Truck" program.
rendered by officials of the conven- Buzzard, Mulshoe, Texas.
Rev. S. B.
Culpepper, formerly
that point the difference favors the
tion
pastor" of the Baptist church of this
Song,
lift
12:20, Convention
CHRISTIAN LADIES AID
organized
teiminal,
which
place, is now holding a revival service
offers
Singers from surrounding counties Glory Echoes, led by President.
Patronize our advertisers.
'
On last Thursday the ladies aid of many
advantages
the individual
at Cameron, Texas. Musin Croft,
n nd several classes from' points in
12:30, Spread dinner together and the First Christian
church spent one trucker cannot give.
of Clovis is conducting the singing
Texas, will be represented.
Follow- get acquainted with your neighbor.
of the most enjoyabl
y
sessions
These figures will vary with each
ing is the official announcenint of
Afternoon Session.
me nisiory or me society at the community,
but the represent a fair
the convention:
1 :4.ri,Song by Muleshoe, Texas class
News Classified Ads bring results.
home of Mrs. G. H. Watson, about average
the country over. The length
We Sell
"The first regular Curry County led by Prof. Jesse T. Smith: mixed
i miles northwest of Clovis. This if the "short haul" and therefore the
Singing Convention will bo held at quartet, Prof. Smith, Allcprn and
event hud for several duys been look general
SKINNER'S
utility of the motor truck,
Kanchvale, on Sunday, April 17th, others.
ed forward to with pleasure and at 10
Regular Meeting
will increase in direct ratio to the imand everybody is invited to come with
2:00, Election of officers, presi- o clock on the morning in
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
question,
provement
The
Higheit
in our highway facilities.
Grade Macaroni,
n
basket and enjoy the dent, vise president, secretary
and the ladies congregated
Will be held at Masonic Hall
at the church
Spaghetti, Egg Noodlei, and
whole day.
4
advisory committee of three.
Second and Fourth Friday
and from there were conveyed by
It
other
looks
Macaroni
products.
as
though
'
The program follows:
there will be sev.
2:10, Convention Song, No. 5, autos to home of Mrs.
nights of each month.
Watson. At eral "ship by truck" enthusiasts in
Clary Echoes, led by
Morning Seiiion.
a.
at 8:00 O'clock.
noon a feast that would tickle the the new Republican
cabinet.
President: 1 Plains Buying & Selling
2:20, Response ta welcome address, palate of the most fastidious
SMS, Welcome Song, by Ranchvalc
All Sir Knights residing In
epicure Harding himself heads the
'
list. The
Prof. K. K. Runnels, Texico, and was spread, which was not
class, led by Prof. Freeman.
this jurisdiction are invited.
Association
alone en- others are Herbert Hoover,
Edwin
P.
A.
Welcome address, by Coi. V. Tate. Prof. Cameron Baw.il, San Jon.
LaShier,
joyed by the ladies, but by their hus- Penhy
Recorder.
and Henry Wallace. All of 7
2:30, Sextette.three advisory com- bands as well, and there
Opening prayer, by Bio. Crawford,
still remains
president,
and
nnd
mittee,
of Grady.
a question i the minds of the ladies
secretary.
whet hi r it was through a spirit of
Sjng liy Ranch vale class, led by,
2:35; Duet by Mr. Fletcher, of mercy for the "hungry hubby" who
j
J. L. Kelley.
Portnlcs and Mr. Bridges of Elida. had been left at home to
"batch", or
Song,
10:00,
Havener, led by
2:10, Singers from abroad hold full
Charles White: Havener quartet, by sway as advisory committee reports if Uie thoughts of having tc face the
m
m ii
km
m
storm alone, thnt prompted the host
Messrs. While.
to the secretary and president.
to provide ways and means for the
10:10. Song by St. Vrain c!as- - led;
215, Djuble Quartet; soprano, husbands to enjoy the spread. How- -'
by W. K. Slaughter: song by St.Vrain Messrs. Jennings and Jack Welch;
ever, "hubby" is satisfied with the
class led by J. K. P. Hiiics.
alto, Messrs. White and Williams; fact that he was there
and showed his
10:'.!0, Song by Pleasant Hill clasx, tenor, Messrs. Lunsford and Jeff
annreciation hv Mm vnniilitir .villi
led by J. C. McCain: Pleasant Hill Welch; bass, Messrs. Taylor ami Lee
which the good ents disappeared.
mixed quartet, McCain and others. Mitchell.
The afternoon was spent in a busi- 10:30, Song by Claud class, led by
The following lenders will then ness session of the
aid, followed by!
Prof. ('has. L. Ruse: song, Claud take their turn, offering two songs
the social hour. At 5:00 p. m. the!
class, led by Will Johnson.
jrnch: Osrnr'Willinms, W. S. Willimm,
ladies departed for their homes with
10:40, Song by Prairie Valley class Lee Mitchell, Cleo Allcorn, Dewey
a feeling that they would again like
led by O.T. McDaniels: Prairie Valley Mitchell, Seth Allcorn, .leff Welch,
to enioy the hospitality of the Watson
mixed quartet, MeDaniel and others. J, A. Conway, Haden W. Jennings,
home.
10:.r.0, Song by West Chapel class, C. H. Conway, Mr. Lunsford, McGrew
led by Seth Allcorn: West Chapel O'Daniel, Jack Welch, McCain,
WOMAN'S GUILD
mixed quartet, Misses Allcorn audi Song by leaders combined, Ko.DO.
The
Woman's
Guild will meet with
Messrs. Allcorn and Catlin.
Glory Echoes, "Going Bye and Eye,"
Mrs. Garrison on North Pile Street,
1
:00, .Song by Union class, led advisory committee to select
Wednesday afternoon, April lltih.
Prof, J. D. Welch: "song by L'nion
This program is only tentative; it
TO YOU FELLOWS WHO HAVE WORN 'EM THESE
class led by other leader.
will be in the hands of the advisory
CARD OF THANKS
:10, Song by Moye Chapel class, committee, and every one interested
PRICES SPEAK VOLUMES; AND TO YOU WHO ARE NOT
led by Mr. Houston: Moye Chapel is requested to writs them nbout any
We want to thank the neighbors
and friends for their kindness, help
FAMILIAR WITH STEADFAST SHOES WE WILL SAY
and sympathy during the sickness and
H
death of our beloved wife, sister and
THAT WE ARE GLAD TO BE ABLE TO OFFER THEM AT
mother.
THESE PRE-WAPRICES WHICH ARE ABOUT ONE-THIRJ. S. Cannon,
Mrs. J. E. Nabors,

Singing Convention
Sunday, April 17th
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Clovis Abstract and
Insurance Co.
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NOW

PLUS TAX

OXFO RDS $110.00
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VULCANIZING
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AND
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Frances Corn,
Ona Harper.

RETREADING

For hemstitching and picoting see
at Luikart's Dry Goods
store.
Mrs. Knowle's

TIME
Some people cast their bread upon
the waters and expect it to come
buck buttered.

IS

!

t
t

HERE
"BRING 'EM IN"
GOODRICH TIRES AND TUBES

t

Clovis Filling Station
North Main Street

Phone 373

t

We buy and sell mules and milk
cows, also sell you groceries as cheap
as anybody. Willmon Bros.,' old Lone

We also have other Shoes for Men at
$6.00, $7.50, $8.00 and $9.00

Ladies' Pumps and Oxfords

Star Wagon Yard.
Every man is the architect of his
own fortune, but it takes more than
an architect to build even a shack.

For fire Insurance
t.an1 Co.
.

ec Doughton

He who this year "follows the
crowd," next year may be lost in th
crowd.

FREE SERVICE CAR

LESS THAN LAST SEASON.

Mrs. M. E. Moore,
Mrs Ella Wallonder

44

Regular Communication.
A. F. ft A. M.
Neat Tuesday Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

$5, $6, $7.50, $8, $9, $10 and $11.50

Buster Brown Shoes For Children
At Prices That Are Right
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ALICE GRESHAM DODD,
of first American
killed in France, who gives entire credit for recovery of her
health to the well known medicine,
Tanlac.

MRS.

Every Inducement

H

THURSDAY, APRIL 7. 1921.

sol-di- er

7irst National Bank
OF CLOVIS

There's every inducement fur you to come to
Murray's when you want a good sandwich, a hot cup
of cocoa, a cold drink or a box of he best candy on
1

V

the market.
For Murray has them all, together with the
cleanest place and the best service in town.

h

LET'S GO TO

j

Total Resurces Over One Million Dollars

J

444444

Murray's Confectionery

44444

United States

Member Federal

Government Supervision

Reserve System

Slaughter Murray, Prop.

ROOFING
Dr. W. M. Lancaster

There is no time like the present to
n
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
fix that old leaky roof. See
Clovis, New Mexico
Construction Company for
The following remarkable stateroofing and reOffice Over Mandell'i
all kinds of built-uby Mrs.
was made recently
ment
Building,
Rj'um
Phone No. 157
Bnrry
20,
pairing
Alice Gresham Dodd, the mother of
lovis, N. M,
,
the first American soldier killed in
4
France. The statement was made at
THOMAS W. JONLS
the Gresham Memorial home, which
u
k.. me
....I - i
Veterinarian
WUH (l rsrnu'll to nri
iimiu(,ii;
We Sell
200 Went Otero Street
of
as
evidence
of
an
Indiana
people
Clovia, N. M.
Phone 45
or
me services
X UH'ir appreciation
r
4
rendered to his country by her son.
SKINNER'S
The fchnck of the son's death ro-- 1
."lilted in n serious breakdown in Mrs.
The Higliest Grade Macaroni,
B. Westerfield
Dr.
Dudd's health but every one will
Noodles,
and
Spaghi'tti.Ees
Physician and Surgeon
learn with interest and pleasure that!
other Macaroni products.
Office HO'o N. Main St.
J Mra. Dwld gives the entire credit fori
Res. 2',9
4 Office Phone 2:H.
her recovery to the celebrated medi. .;.
.j. .;.
Stallings Grocery
cine, Tnnbie.
She said: "Aftr my il(nr boy's
in
1 had a general breakdown
nth
DR. L. M. BIGGS
health. At first it was just indiges- Veterinary Surgeon
'
I twin. M; y food would upset me and
Phone 331
diet myself very carefully.
4
Clovis, New Mexico
4
't I lsn liiul rheumatism with severe
'mains in mv shoulders, back and arms
and at times I would suffer greatly,
4 and my joints would become swollen
WALTER W. MAYES
and stiff. I was hardly able to do
ATTORNEY-AT-LA,
and
Practices in all courts
4
Ni1but very little iibout the house

44444444444

Brown-Thompso-

p

Depository

'

J.

4444

A Tonic

4

N. M.

4
4

4
4
4

S. J. WRIGHT

4
4

4444444444
Chiropractor
Over Farmers Stnto Bank
Hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Phone 346

4
4

4
4

44

4t.
Dr. 0. L. McClellan
4
4
4

4

"I was hardly able to drag, 1
I became very nervous and restless
was so weakened," writes Mrs.
awake for
W. F. Ray, of Easlcy, S. C. X and at nights would lie
hours.
"Trsdoctortreated me for about
"A friend of mine advised me to
two months, still I didn't get V
try Tanlac. I am glad 1 Hid, for it
any better. 1 had a large tarn- ily and (ell I surely must do iA proved to be the best medicine I
have ever tuken. It soon gave me a
something to enable me to take
care of my little ones. I had .1 splendid appetite and relieved me entirely of indigestion. My rheumatism
heard of
also disappeared and I am now able
to do my housework with the greatest
ease. My nerves are steady and
strong. I sleep well at night and my
health is butter than in years. I shall
always be grateful for what Tanlac
has done for me,"

UMUUL

Physician and Surgeon
Office Over Mnndcll's
Roeidence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

The Woman's Tcnic

LONG WORDS

"I decided to trj it,"

...

DR. H. R. GIBSON

4
OSTEOPATH
4
4 Treats all diseases, both acute
4 and chrcnic. Officei n building
4 on corner north of Fire Station.
4 Office phone 3H3. Res. 390.
Clovis, New Mexico.
4

444
444

St--

rl

DR. T. E. PRESLEY

4
4
4

4

t
t

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat,
of Roswell, N. M., will be in Clo- - 4
vis at the Baptist Hospital from
the 4th to the 8th of each month.

Y

fi

Paid on
Savings Accounts
4

&

Believing we have every facility for properly taking
care of our customers, we solicit your account.
None too small for us to appreciate.

ft

n

Savings

f

For Women

Clovis,

Postal

Safety Deposit
Boxes for Rent

t

444

For Government

con-

"1 took
tinues Airs. Kay
eight bottles in all . . . 1 regained my strength and have
had no more trouble with womanly weakness. I have ten
children and am able to do all
my housework and a lot out1 can sure recomdoors
mend CarduL"

M

3

Clerk of the City of Clovis, N w
Mexico, at his office in the City Hall
The pessimist is unfair. He joins until 5 o'clock p. in., Monday, April
Restoration a group of men who need inspiration 18, 1921, far the furnishing of all
Santa Fe, Mariih
of the Bpecial homeseekers' rates into and he gives them depression. They material and labor and constructing
New Mexico has been asked of the need to be lifted a little higher; and approximotely 28,000 feet of sewer
Santa Fe and Rock Island railroads he drives them still lower. Yet it extensions together wilh necessary
by the stBte corporation commission. is almost worth while sometimes ta manholes, flush tanks and other
Plans and specificaThe rates were suspended during the hear a pessimal if only to observe

THAT BLESSED OPTIMIST.

HOMESEEKERS RATES
WOULD BRING FARMERS

war. Prior to that time, two Tues- what follows, if one of the world's tions nre now on file in the office of
What is the longest word days a month were set aside for spec-iu- l Irrepressible optimists happens to be the City Clerk and any further inforrates to New Mexico in order to present. He leaps up, face, voice, mation will be furnished on request.
Known?
ques.
answer
this
induce prospective homeseekers to and heart aglow. He says his own Kach bidder must accompany his bid
Ans. We cannot
And when he has finished, the with a certified check for $2, 500 dol- sav.
tion definitely but how a'l.iut this one visit the state.
is finished, too. lilesscd tim pyai,k. to the City of Clovis,
pessimism
bus
pnrnnrntion
commission
Thu
example?
for
i':ichngule)kranioleipsanodrimu,.olri- - asked thst these rates be restored in be the optimist!
K. K. TAGADER
City Cler'.
nimalosilphiokarabonielitoktakeenum- - order that additional settlers may be
I'liokichlepikassuphopluittoperisterale-- j brought in and more of the arable
PILLS
CHICHESTER
ktriionoptokephall iokigklnpc leiolagno-- I land of the state be placed under culCatarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by
While tivation. The Santa Fe and Rock Is
nwiiicutiftiig, ns iluy I'unnot
siraiobaphetraganopterugon.)
thu
:ir.
Thrn is
iii'rtlnit or tin
way tn nu..'r r ititrrluil tfi'ufni M.
only
it may not be the very longest, it is land are the two
(nu
mthtr. Ilv r jnur w
Is by a cunsiltutlunnl rt'tncly.
(hut
anil
no doubt one of them. It consists uf lines serving the state.
Is
hy
Cntarrltal I'cnrniss
cuusxl
mi In
flUl.n, lot
IIANI IIKAHH
IVim-foniJIllun fit thr mui'uus llnlnir of
VMnhnowauHest,
Stint, AlwtysKelltt,l
1 RL letters.
If you don't believe it,
When It;! tuhi ll
the ICustui'hlnn Tutii'.
you huve u rumiillng
SC4.0 BY DfillliQlSIS EVERYMPI
'Mind or
Imlnim-News Classified Ads bring results.
look up Aristophanes' "Ekklesiazou- anil nlK'ii u is cntlr iy
English
in
la thi
the
word
longest
I'nlcss thH
The
sai."
Inilmnipatloii
can lu
and this tutm
News Classified Ads bring results.
A WOMAN'S BACK
language was supposed to be
to tta normal cumin ln.
wit, b dPMtrnycd fori ypr. Many raai'S of
letters)
(27
dfnfncsa nro csusid by rntnnh, which Is
of This Clovis Woman NOTICE TO SEWER
Advic
Th.
an Inllami'd condlitnn of ihf mucous surold
plays
in
which frequently occurs
CONTRACTORS faces. Unit's ('aiarr)t Mvdlrlnv ai'ls thru
Value.
Certain
of
ii
the blood on tho mucous
of the
and is t3 be found in Shakespeare's
ysicm.
Many a woman's back has many
We will hIvp One Hun lrcd Pillars for
"Love's Labor Lost." It is foolish to
1921
March
N.
M.,
22,
Clovis,
any cnae of rntnrrlml
and pains.
thnt capn.it
argue over what is the "longest word" aches
bi cured by llnli's t'ntnrrh M.'dtclne. CirYou are hereby notified that seal
Oft times it is the kidney's fault.
culars fr'i' AH lir'iKglsis. "Sc.
us it is possible to create a word of
City
bids will be received by. the
K J. I'MR.M.y ft co.. Toledo. O.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills ed
s
almost any length by stringing
your neighbor.
Ar
effective.
so
are
togethe". Many technical words
Many Clovis women know th'H.
in use by scientists are of this order
Read what one has to say about it
in
witness the one recently quoted
John W. Fisher, 608 VV. Otero
Mrs.
Pathfinder from a dye catalogue
says "I suffered with an
Clovis,
Ave..
Ex.
"iiarnnitrosdimethylaniline."
nuful Weakness in my back and felt
My kidneys were weak
Amarillo Daily News and the Clovis miserable.
much annoyance, and
me
caused
nnd
News for $7.20 a yenr.
many times I was troubled with swelling of my hands and feet. Diw
spells were common and flashes and
USE SLOAN'S TO
rv
specks came before my eyes, Diuri
if
rinr mv light I wm ail run oown
WARD OFF PAIN when I began taking Doan's Kidnty
Pills. They quickly relieved me ana
Tou can Just tell by Its healthy, before long removed the trouble."
stimulating odor, that it U
n
60c. at all dealers.
ftolnft to do you good
8
Buffalo. N. Y.
Mfim..
"w
o
VSVf
'
man who waits for building material deI only had some Sloan's Lin?- -I
for prices to recede, will lose much
to
mentl" How often you've said
slacken,
mand
DON'T FORCET.
that! And then when the rheupay even more in the end.
and
possibly
in
profits
matic twinge subsided after hours of
muttering you forgot id
That we are headquarters for all
Don't do it again get a bottle tokinds of field and garden seeds.
There Is profit in building. Otherwise
day and keep it Handy lor possible use
early seed
Just in a fine lot
may
coma
toaightl A sudden attack
would not build. With all prices
people
potatoes, Texas Red rust proof oats
on sciatica, lumbago, tore muscles,
grown
backache, stiff joints, neuralgia, the
high the profit remains. Why wait?
that have been reclcaned, home
pains and aches resulting from expo,
Iowa Silver Mine seed corn.
ure. You'll soon find warmth and re'
Chick and chicken feed. Expect a
lief in Sloan's, the liniment that pen
is our earnest advise that you build now
tratet without rubbine. Clean, economgrit
and charshell,
oyster
of
supply
come to us for your estimates.
you
that
ical. Three sizes 3Sc, 70c, $1.40
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Take Cardul today. It may
be just what you need.
At all druggists.
EM
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Bosch Service Sattion
We can supply parts for all makes. Ship direct
to us for expert overhaul and rebuilding. All makes
of Magnetos, Generators, Starters, Ignition Systems.
We have a "Bosch" Magneto to fit every car,

tractor, truck, etc. Write us.

f

Foster-Milbur-

tF

r

He

It

1

The T. M. Caldwell Company
(Magneto1 Department)

Phone 100

Amarillo, Tex.

S3LsiinS

Linimenfra

coal.

THE WILL H. PATISON SEED CO
Old Mexico Commission House.
Amnrillo Daily News and the Clovis
News for $7.20 a year.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

Clovis, New Mexico
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Conservation
I In Clothes.......
j

MELROSE

Shipped From
ToUl of 65,440 Ef
Thai Point During Last Week.
Hen are Farmed "Stand-By.- "

While, according to the numerous
nearby newspapers we have access to,
the other towns of this section are
Conservation in clothing is just as essential as
they have
boasting of the egg
conservation along any other line.
bought, we rise to remark that Melrose is shipping a few cackle berries
Let us help you to make your clothes last longer
also. Last week there were 170 cases
of hen fruit shipped out of Melrose,
and look better, by laundering them for you. Every
a total of 5,370 dozen, 65,440 eggs.
,
at-garment receives the same careful handling and
This meant quite a little sum of
tention, and economy and service are our highest
pin money for the farmers; The hen
and the milk cow are the sure money
aims.
makers. They are the farmer's best
friends. Dry spellB, high winds and
Just call 48 and we will do the rest.
pestilence affects them not. A wheat
crop is destroyed in an hour by a hail
or high wind, but when the old speck,
eled hen passes on it Is hardly noticed
because there are a dozen others coming on to take her place. And old
Bossy is there every night with sev
eral cents worth of cream. She only
::
PHONE 48
asks a few weeks each yaar, or maybe
every two years, to bring another
IIbossy Into the world. More faithful
loyal helpers cannot be found than
taehed and that unless you be and ap- the hen and the milk cow. May their
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
pear before this court on or before tribes increase. Melrose Messenger.
In the District Court, Curry Coun- the 29th day of May, 1921, and plead,
ty, New Mexico,
COT RICH QUICK
herein, judgment will be rendered
Ella Hunter, plaintiff, vs. Aron against you by default and your propRemember the man who came to
erty so attached will bo sold to satHolder, defendant. No. 173(1.
Curry
County five years ago? He
isfy the same and the costs of suit,
To the defendant, Aron Holder:
in the complaint herein; came in a covered wagon and only
prayed
as
You are hereby notified that a suit
that Patton & Hatch and Walter W. brought with him his family and a
in attachment haH been commenced Mayes,
whose residence and business span of mules. After looking over
against you in the District Court address is Clovis, New Mexico, are this country he decided it wns "good
enough for him," so by raking and
aforesaid by the plaintiff toreovcr the attorneys for plaintiff.
judgment on two certain promissory
scraping, he saved and borrowed
Witness my hand as clerk of said enough
money to make a sinull paynots aggregating $1,800 with' interest
Court and the seal thereof, at Clovis,
ment on 100 acres of land. He put in
thereon and lOc'r for attorney's fees,
New Mexico, this March 29th, 1921.
50 acres of wheat that year, and made
and that your property has been at- (SEAL)
DANIEL BOONE,
enough to pay back the , borrowed
ClerV
money, and have enough to live n,
The next year and the next he put in
SMITH
HYATT HAVE
more and 'more wheat, and kept addINCORPORATED BUSINESS
J We Sell
ing to his hind, until now he owns
The firm of Smith & Hyatt of this 1000 acres of the best land in the
SKINNER'S
county, and is putting in 900 acres
city hag been incorporated with an
in wheat for next year, and this is
The Highett Grade Macaroni,
authorized paid-ucapital stock of the man that drives the biggest tracSpghetli,E(jf
and
Noodle.,
4.
f 2!i,000. The incorporators are David tors, combines and automobiles in
J other Macaroni products.
4. Rubin, Amarilb, and Benjamin G la the country.
That's what owning the
1 ser, R. R. Smith and J. W. Hyatt of right kind
of land will do. Let us sell
Clovis.
Clovis
you some of it. Reagan Land Co. Up

I

TAILORED AT PASHIOM VARK
:

GHNGJT

The Clovis Steam Laundry

'

KAY-BA-

HE WEARS THE PARKAY SUIT. THE COPYRIGHTED
TREATMENT DEVELOPED BY OUR TAILORS

KAY-BA-C

AT FASHION PARK ASSURES PERFECT BALANCE

t

t

C

Cl'STOM SBRriCB WITHOUT

p

THE ANNOYANCE OF A

ffAfOMH

TRY-OrAlWMM

READY-TO-PUT-O- N

i
J

Store

i

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Co.

Try' a C'ovis Newn Classified Ad.
News Classified Ads bring results.
Try them phone 97.
Try thim phone 97.

The Value of Credit With a Good Bank May
Not Appeal to You Until You Need It.

In Witness Whereof, we Jiave set ing and Dry Goods Company were
our hands and seals this 22nd day of true; nnd ithefl acknowledged that
State of New Mexico, Stale Corpo- March, 1921, and annex hcret the had executed the above and foregoing
ration Commission of New Mexico.
corporate seal of the Mandll Clo- Certificate as their free act and deed
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON thing anti Dry Goods Company.
for the uses hud purposes therein set
United States of America, State of
M. .MANDELL,
forth.
New Mexico, ss.
(SEAL)
AZLEET V. FLOYD,
President.
It is hereby certified, that the anNotary Public.
(SEAL)
WALACE CARMACK,
nexed is a full, true and complete
Secretary. My commission expires Aug. 17, 1924.
transcript of .the Amendment to
ENDORSED
Slate of New Mexico, County of Curof Incorporation of
No. 10987.
ry, xs.
MANDELL CLOTHING AND DltY
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7, page 80.
Before me, the undersigned notary
GOODS COMPANY
public, at my office in the county and
Amendment to Certificate of InIncreasing capital stock from $50,- - stiito aforesaid, there personally ap- corporation of
000.00 to I100.OPO.00.
peared Michael Mandell and Wallace MANDELL CLOTHING AND DRY
(No. 10987)
GOODS COMPANY
Cnrmurk, the president and secretary
Increasing Capital Stack, from
thereon as r sportively of the Mandell Clothing
with the endorsements
to $100,000.00.
same appear on file and of record and Dry Goods C impany, who luing
Kih-in the office of the State Corporation personally known to me, were duly
in office of State CorporaCommission,
sworn nnd upon their oaths stated tion Commission of New Mexico,
In Testimony Whereof, the State that the matters and things set forth March 29, 1921, 11:00 a. m.
A. L. MORRISON,
Corporation Commission of the State in the above and foregoing Certifiof New Mexi"0 has caused this cer cate of Amendment to the Articles of
Clerk.
tificate to be signed by its chairman Incorporation of the Mandell Cloth Compared JJO to EMA.
and the seal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe
on this 29th day of March, A, D.
LANE & SONS GRAIN COMPANY
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

$50,-000.-

Good Credit has been the secret behind
, many

a large and small fortune.

Without Credit no business or individual
can be permanently successful.

1921.

HUGH

II . WJLI.IAMS,

(SEAL)

Implements, Coal and Grain

Chairman.

Our Motto:
The Frioc Is The Thing"

Attest:

Open an Account at this Bank NOW,
It will serve you in
Establish your Credit.
time of need.

A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
CERTIFICATE OF INCREASE OF
OF MAN
CAPITAL STOCK
DELL CLOTHING AND DRY
GOODS COMPANY.
We, Michael Mandell and Wallace

Carmack, the president and secretary,
respectively, of the Mandell Clothing
and Dry Goods Company, a corporation, being first duly sworn, upon
their oaths depose and state:
That at a meeting of the stockholders of t' Mandell Clothing and
Dry Gods Company, held at Clovis,
New Mexico, on March 15th, 1921,
s
in interest of the stockholders having voting powers, represented at such meeting, voted to increase the authorized capital stock
of said corporation from Fifty Thousand dollars ($50,000) to One
Thousand Dollars ($100,000).
to be divided '.into One Thousand
shares (1000) cf the par value of
One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) each;
and we further certify that the assent of
in. interest of the
stockholders was given to such
amendment for the increase of cup-itstock.
The principal office of the corporation is its place of business in the
town of Clovis, State of New Mexico,
and Armand Mandell is the agent in
charge against whom process against
said corporation may be served.
Hun-dre-

Farmers State Bank
Clovis, New Mexico
S.

J. BOYK1N,

A

President
:

d

See us before you sell
S. W.

LANE, Manager
-

4.-

BSC

Dodge Brothers Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

,

two-thir-

W. SKARDA,

Cashier

Skarda Motor Co,

THE CL0VI3 NEWS.
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Friday night.
Mr. Virgil Sharp and his brother- Mr. Little, have moved to
Clovis where' they have obtained
work.
Mrs. Nora Day, who hag been viait-- i
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kern-- !
per, has returned home.
As the quartleys had not arrived
Sunday night, no B. Y. P. U. lessons
were brought up, but a small program
had Ken prepared which consisted of
a sonir by three little girls Blanche
DeLozier, Hatie Hungafcc andGladys
Singleterty, a cornet solo by Mrs,
Charley Bieler, and then the president of the Clovis B. Y. P. U., Mr.
Gordon Wicks, spoke an the subject
of association of a B. Y. P. U. movement.
With him were three other
visitor's from Clovis Miss Wilkerson,
Mr. Oliver Buster and Miss Gertrude
Hockenhull.
Mr. Caruthers Whitncr was a vis
itor at the home of Me. DeLozier
Sunday night.
Min. I. L. Cone, who is on the sick
list Is not reported any better.
Mr. Jim Kays, who hurt his hand
on a barbed wire and who lias been
having trouble with it, is getting

5

m

Thousands of yards of the season's most
are here for your inspection.

s

popu-fabric-

Enthusiasm over this superb mid beautifully
complete exposition will naturally be intense.
is the greatest showing we have ever made- -it
is the finest exhibit this town ever saw.

It

Particular dressers will be satisfied and at a
saving in price here.

i
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real bargain days for
the man who builds
For the man who plans to build, repair or remodel, this is
certainly a favorable time to buy lumber. The country as a whole
is four years behind in its building program. Our own city needs
many homes to bring its conditions back to normal.
People should build now for these low prices will not continue always. The present situation is the result of forced selling
by manufacturers who are
over-stocke-

These manufacturers were caught by the lull in buying and
they must convert their stocks into ready money. In many cases
they are selling at cost.

Slim Jim

I'

OBITUARY.
Miss Frances Roach, a teacher in
the Departmental school of th Clovis
Schools from September last until
her death, was born at May, Texas.
In her girlhood days her parents moved to Abilene, where she was graduated from high school. Her pqrento
was wi'll n( ended and everyone re-then moved to Goodnight, Texas,
nice time.
ported thai liny hud
where
the was graduated from Good-- !
Quite a few different games were
College.
She then attended
,,,,...
..., u,U '"
..,,1
I.!,..!
!....,
in
'
"
" ' "
I""." "
th Canyon State Normal,,
at
school
...,
I,
1.., ,.;,,
i.i
t'
I

PLEASANT HILL ITEMS

.

This has created the builders' opportunity and we strongly
advise our customers to take advantage of it. Build now while
lumber is cheap.
We have a big stock of building materials, including all kinds
roofing, and Beaver Board, which we
secured at favorable prices.
of lumber,

Johns-Manvill-

e

a

.,.

:

The parly which was givi-- at Hiej wh.eh furnished 'lie music through
borne of Mr. I.ovctt April Fool's night the evening. Two suppers were serv-- j
.
one consisting of onains. nol.a- toes, row calilmge, cake,
which was palled, then the last hut
not least, came the
n frcshnioiits
which consisted of ice cream and cake.
Mrs. R' til lingers is here visiting
hi r parent!'., Mr. and
Mrs.
Phillip,
Kays. She will only stay a few days
before returning home.
The young men and married men
We are now feeding more
played
a game of base bu'l here Friday
people than at any time we
The score was 0 to 20
afternoon.
have been in tho restaurant
in favor of the young men.
business in Clovis. There is a
Mi's.
Mi's. Mabel Smith's sister,
reason for this. We are giving
Bieler, was a visitor at her home
our patrons the very best posSunday.
sible service and plenty of 'good
Mr. C. M. Page and family visited
things to eat.
their relatives Sunday who live northwest of Grady, not far from Plains,
N. M.
OPEN ALL NIGHT
It is reported that' Mr. Nolan
We have adopted
new polis married.
icy of keeping our restaurant
Quite a lurgc bunch of young folks
open all night. This will give
went to thu brakes Sunday but the
chance to
the wheat haulers
rain which came up in the a'fternoon
broke up the good time which was
get something to eat no matter
planed.
how late they are in getting in
Mr. Frank Martin and family were
t night or how early they want
visitors with Mr. J. H. Kays and famto get out in the morning.
ily Sunday.
Miss Elsie Gallagher of Bcllview,
spent the week-enat her home in
this community.
Mr. Barnes and family wee vis- -'
itors at Mr. Ed Norman's who lives
near Texico, Sunday afternoon.
Open All Night
Miss Madge Kays and Mr.. Lester
Colwell attended the show in Clovis
(

ing profession. She then returned to
Goodnight and taught school for a.
....... thence to Claude, Clarendon,
ami Amarillo, a:ui imauy to iovis.
she made application for
a positi.m in the Clovis schools, and.
upon investigation of her record,
especially in Amarillo, where her sup-- !
erintendent rcommended her as out
of his best teachers, she was elected.
That no mistake was made in selecting her as one of the Clovis teachers
is borne out by her superintendent,
her fellow teachers, and her pupils.
Always willing to do more than her
share, whether in the classroom,
where she taught with perfect ease,
sympathy and understanding, or in
the gymunsium where she assisted
in the sports of the school, she won
the high esteem of all who knew her.
Her church work, likewise, was not
slighted, for Bhe was always a Tegular attendant at Sunday services.
Illness to her was something unknown,
and no doctor bills were ever registered against her. It was perhaps
due to her vigorous life and perfect
physical condition, that she did not
realize the scope of her last illness
until it was too late. Just one week
elapsed from the first day of her
illness unt:i the day of her death,
March 2fith. On that last day, realiz
ing that her services here on earth
were ended, rhe called her loved ones
to her side and with a cheerful
goodbye passed to the land that shei
herself a short time before had acclaimed fairyland,
She leaves to mourn bet departure

Real Service!

At-we- ll
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Ogg&B oss tale

Come in and See Us.

j

F.a-'- t
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Take Advantage of the Opportunity.

-
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THE

LUMBER Q0.

I.ONG-REL- L

"It Costs

No More To Built

Telephone No. 15

It Right."
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

The News wants to accommodate,
hr mother, Mrs. . Kate Roach, of
Goodnight; two sisters, Mrs. C. N.. but please remember that want ads
Munn of Goodnight and Mrs. Doak phoned into the office from
of Tucumcari; and six broth- - dences are, in a large number of
ers, Dr. D. Roach of Amarillo, Will cases, an entire loss to us unless those
Roach of Moran, John Roach of Lub-- j phoning in the ads call at the office
bock, and Robert, Jack, and George and pay for them. We cannot send
Roach of Goodnight. The body was a collector out to the residences to
chipped Sunday morning, March 27, 'gather in these small accounts, and it
to its final resting place at Goodnight, is so very easy to forget them. So
when you phone in an ad, make it a
special errand to call- at tho News
CARD OF THANKS.
office and pay for it.
We take this method of extending
News Classified ads get results.
to the many friends of our beloved sister end daughter, Frances Roach, our
heartfelt thanks for the many kind assistance tendered during her illness,
for the words of encouragement, and
to bo of help
for their
during her time of trouble, as well as
for the many words of condolence
and the beautiful floral offerings following her demise. Our prayer Is
that God will bless you abundantly.
Mrs. C. L. Roach, Goodnight, Tex.
D. II. Roach, Goodnight, Texas
D. Roach, Amarillo, Texas.
John E. Roach, Lubbock, Texas
General Blacksmithing
Mrs. C. N. Munn, Goodnight, Tex.
W. H. Roach, Moran, Texas.
Cylinders
Mrs. A. D. Spnce, Tucumcari, N. M.
George Roach, Goodnight, Texas.
j

Disc Rolling

Lathe Work

Satisfaction
SUMMER

D

'

r

Mat&aerttc Clark, in 'Scrambled "OJives"
Wives," the latest
"Scrambled
tcreen production of Maguerite Clark
which will be presented at the Lyceum Theatre Saturday night, tvas
one cf the successes of th recent
Broadway season and has nad a
run in both New York and
Chicago
The nlay was written by Adelaide
.Jatthews and Martha M. Stanley,

j

and hits to do with the laughable trials
and tribulations of Miss Mary Lucille
Smith, a girl who "just can't make
her Ideas behave," portrayed by Marguerite Clerk.
The plot hinge
around the desperate efforts of Mary
Luclle to keep from an ardent suitor
the fact that she has an exhusband
living and the equally desperate cf'
to prevent
forts of the

?

J

his wife from learning the identity
of the young lady with whom he had
once eloped, and as promptly separated by her father.
"Scrambled Wives" is brimful of
new ideas, of humorous expressions,
of quaint comedy conceits, of delightful vivacity and will delight all who
attend the Lyceum Saturday night.

Guaranteed

CARE OF HEATERS.

There is danger of rust when a
stove or furiiac". stands unused for
sometime. Smokepipes should be
taken down in the spring, cleaned .
ami rtored in a dry place. The doors
should be left open to keep the interior dry. A lump of unslaked lime on
the grate will collect the moisture
and thus prevent rust, home economStates De
ic specialists in United
partment of Agriculture say. Leave
the boiler of a steam or hotwater
heater filled with water up to the
safety valve, during th summer.

-

Dr. R. C. A. Taylor
VETERINARIAN

-

Re-Bore- d

' J

Many clergymen in London,' it is
said, are paid lower wages than street
sweepers.

Courage lees danger but defies it.
Hurry and worry are bosom friends.

n LucltyTigcP
The WeflM'e Man

It

moomro e Nomrua nm
weu mo www.

Positively eradicates
eorrecte eeM- dandruff
elope falilne hair
nromotw luxuriant growth add. lustre.
Beauty, health
action Immediate end
(juarantae.
teruin. Uonay-Bae- k
en
batten, or aee Sae
Ale'ruttl.n
(cr
earpia.
KansM flfy, Me.
ITMTY TIGtR CO..

metMoa scalp.

-

eve.,

sni-4- t

Kentucky Iron Works
Burton

St

Boydstun, Props.

313 West Otero

Veterinary

Inipector
Diitrict.

this

GENERAL PRACTICE
Phone

Beckley,

102

Don't Experiment
If these remedies do not prove satisfactory, your money will be refunded.

'

RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK

REMEDY

(The Original Kor.k Wonder)
For all disorders of the stomach,
kidneys, liver and bowels. A splendid blood purifier, removes worm!
from the body, stops bedwetting. A
great family medicine. Price $1.00
per box.
RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK OIL
For rheumatism and all aches and
pains, corns, bunions, sore feet, also
for wire cuts and galled shoulder.
Price 75c per bottle.
FOR SALE BY
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
Clovii, N. M.
THE II. D. RUCKER REMEDY CO.
Amarillo, Texas
11-1- 1

it

NOTICE!
Ed McDaniel, who operates Ed's Restaurant at
Melrose has taken charge of the Antlers Hotel dining room and will serve three good meals a day,
family style, at reasonable rates. Give him a trial.
Serve Fish Every Friday.
Chicken Every Sunday.

Ed McDaniel

THE CL0V13 NEWS.

Red Cross Nursing Class
Is Graduated With Honors

THURSDAY, APRIL 7. 1921.
A

NEW SPBING HATS
Fabric Foundation Is Feature of
Seasonable Headgear.

M

A Message Worth

r

Hi

Etamlne, Loom Mesh Cotton Material,
Resembling Batuvla Cloth, li On
of the Latest.
The new millinery which has already
ii.ude Uh nppeiirauce tills sprinK lias
usually Nome sort of a fabric founda
tion such as Bulla, tulTeta, faille or
crepe Ue clilue, this lulter material being lu the lead. Another fabric which
Is new to the season la a loose mesh
cotton culled etamlne, somewhat, resembling batavla cloth.
The uietdi is so open that ribbons
often run through It, giving the effect
Colored fabrics from
of embroidery.

People Need Glasses
And Some of The Symptoms

3

tr

Jupan are also lined. In fact, there Is
quite a vogue f.ir things oriental, and
Japanese ciii .. ilihMieH are seen on
many a smart shape. Sport hats which
are
trimmed In this manner are genC.
Howc'.l,
Left to right Mrs. Nancy Raines, Mrs, Mamlo
Mr. J.
accompanied by a scurf and
erally
William, Miss Louise Wills, Red C ross nurse, Mis. Eula Boydston, Mrs. handbag to mutch.
Lailon Akin, Mrs. Mila Skltun and M rs. Minnie Lansdon.
Small shapes are the general favorites, with a strong tendency toward
the Moroccan turban effect. This Is a
The above members of the class in Home Nursing, given under the
direction of the American Hed Crocs by Miss Louis-- 1 Wills, community draped affair with a trimming which
dnmps at the side. This di'Anpliig efnurse, finished with hitch honors last week, andvwere awurded cert'ficutcs
fect Ih to be nn Important one this sea- which entitled them to be home nurses and first aid nurdes in time of
Sometimes it In obtained by
win.
epidemic or emergency.
means of a ribbon bow with long ends
whleh bunt; rruhi the side, extending to
Then ugnin
or below tin.' shoulder.
flowers or feulhers, often placed
nealli the brim, curry out lliis bleu.
It In declared Hint If the dlreetolre
mode pi'eviills In sulls mill frocks that
this summer will see the luiili square
erown of that period used on many of

What Is Osteopathy?
The advunee of osteiputhy has been so rapid that the average citizen
who has not hud personal experience with it has not hud opportunity to
keep pile; with its jnoicress. That is why this article has been prepared
to iiripiaint the public with the facts in ordt r tlmt they h:ive a pioper
sense of proportion in compurinic the schools of pu.ctire.
Before saying u word about what osteopathy is, let ns first con.i.lcr
its legal and academic stains, in order that the mind le disihused of any
impression of its inferiority in these respects t: any otlfv school of practice. In the first place, every State in the country rccogmzifc osteopathy
ip its status, about half of the States huvinfC Hoards of Registration in
osteopaihy and about half of them examining tlv oslcoji.tli-- : anil medical
applicants by a Board made up of medical and osteopathic physicians.
j
In the second place the academic
of osteopathy are no hss
than those of inedicir.e. Kvery osteopathic college is cliarteml by the slu:e
and authorized to confer, the usual degrees. All require a conioliu tour-yea- r
course of personal attendance with us many hours per yenr as any
Kvery subject in the curriculum of the medical school
medical school.
is tuutcht in the osteopathic colleges, and many subjects are given a greater
nuniber of hours than in medical institutions. All the specialties ure taught,
including surgery, end hospital and clinical work is required of all students.
Consequently the criticism of inadequate education cannot, with uny rc- -

', .I'': f. J

V

Eye troubles does not always mean Poor Eyesight. On
the contrary, some of the most serious trouble occurs in
cases when the sight is exceedingly keen.
Some of the
most common indications of latent or hidden defects are:
Distressing headaches.
Sharp pains in the eyeball.
Dull pains at base of brain.
A pressure at top of head.
Eyes smart and burn.
Subject to dizzy spells.
Bright light causing squinting or frowning.
Eyes water or lids droop.
Eecome nervous when doing close work.
See double or inclined to turn head to one side.
Eyes feel tired and get exceedingly sleepy.

C3

Expert knowledge in the fitting of your
glasses to be had at

The Optical Shop

gnrd to truth, be brought against the osteopathic profession.
The reader now perceives that he has not been invited to consider
a trivial or unauthorized subject, but a school of practice licensed by the
State government and taught in colleges to give degrees after the standard
r
course of study. Then what is this new method of treating disease,
anyway?
Why the necessity of different schools of practice? people ask. Why
should not all physicians use the best of everything fori the good of their
patients? They should. But they don't. That's the reason for osteopathy.
There is nothing new under the sun. There is nothing new about
anatomy and physiology.. But it is entirely new to use the knewledge of
anatomy for the treatment of disease. That is what osteopathy is. The
facts are not new, but the utilization of them is new. The body is a machine.
That has always been taught in all medicnl schools, but the conventional
nhilosonhv of "reicular" medicine never for a moment included the ncr- fectly logical idea that good mechanical action of this machine constituted
health; faulty ajtion, disease; and adjustment, the remedy. Curious omis- sion, wasn't it? But for that omission there never would have been such
a tning as osteopathy. ,
Osteopaths, then, are physicians who have graduated after four years'
study from osteopathic colleges chattered to give1 the degree of Doctor of
(D. 0.) nnd who have been examined by the State Board and
Osteopaths have the.ir own specialists and surgeons,
licensed to practice.
just as the homeopaths, for instance, do. Surgery is qu.te os'.ooimthie.
wncn 11 IS nuiUMUl snivel, uecuuse ih IB lueeiiaiiittw uui
iiub'
that a very large peiceutage of surgery is denounced by the "old school"
leaders themselves as being not only unnecessary, but rank profiteering,

C.

E. WORRELL, Optometrist
Lyceum Theatre Building

four-yea-

Phone

Blue Straw, Flower Trimmed.

'

the summer hats. Soft, drooping brim
also churiutorb.e this mode awl are, as
a rule, becoming to many different

j
j

type.

As to colors, they are gay Indeed;
vivid greens, bright reds, pimento,
mutn and tangerine, blues, and many
)rmvn, xt the same
,llM ,,tl,.k
nrc f(,llUlrwl, rli(.j. ot
tulle, llsere. Iiemp and horsehair.
.
All sorts of llower and fruit, and
even vegetable trimmings, are to be
found; grapes, cnrranls and cherries
FOUNDED BY A SURGEON
"Bloodless Surgery" indeed is the term frequently used to indicate being the most popular frails. Solid
osteopathy as it mal.es a mechanical change inside 'of the body without flower turbans are shown, while chan-tlll- y
Inee and X'lloiihane are employed,'
cutting through the skin. It should be remembered that this system of
practice was not created anew out of whole cloth. It. way not the fanciful , to fashion toques for dhiaer mid evein-:
mysteriously
discovered
dream of nn unlearned person. It was not
ning wear.
'
scnibed on golden tablets. It was the result of the mature deliberation,
I'Viilliers are also used this spring,
physician,
work
school
was!
who
and
old
un
of
life
experiments, elaboration
and ns a rule droop Instead of standWar,
Taylor
Still.
Modern
science
Andrew
by
Civil
name,
in the
ing upright.
agrees today on the one admitted fact that disease is no longer regarded J
ns a thing in itselt, but is merely a negative pnnse or neuiin or oooy action.
Consequently, osteopathy is purely and simply the natural result of the. NOTES ABOUT SPRING HATS
scientific progress of the day, the ultimate of rational therapeutic philoso-- :
phy, the treatment of the body of the patient instead of the traditional Prominent Place Given to Ribfc
Is
some potent charm
mvsticism of hunting for some medical
Outstanding Note; 8oft Heador some strunge poison which might be supposed to be deadly to some pargear Most Popular.
j

(.,,

ticular disease.
Nothing that is scientifically proved is opposed to the principles of
iNotlimg wlucn is ositoputliy has been scientifically disaposteoi'iiliy
proved. Osteopathy is common sense reasoning applied to the treatment
. .1:
All rt Ikn L nnUrlufl.., tt oil 4 Via airita mmi fil Hl
...llnn
ih..
a.rall
all the
time are accepted us the fundamental details with which the osteopathic
physician exen.o Ins artistry in his attempt to adjust the human machinery
so that its gears, pistons, plumbing, pumps and dynamos will work in co-- !
This achieved means health.
It means resistance
ordinated harmony.
against disease. It means the conquest rnd destruction of germs.
All the anatomy, physiology, chemistry, hi'gienc, and nil other sciences
relating to the body itself, as studied in all other medical schools, ure
utilized in the preliminary education of the osteopathic student who is taught
01 disordered nunian media-- ,
line
to util.su ...
in the
these fuels
..
.
,1
- i
nisms.
All the (liugnost.c instruments and met nuns Known 10 all other
investigation.
osteoputh
in
his
of
disposal
the
at
the
schools are

"

"

I
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An outstanding feature of rhe new
spring styles In millinery Is the proml- nent place given to ribbon as a trim- All widths of rlbhon, from the
wr' narrow to the very wide, are

I

helng used.

Suffer When Relief Is at Hand?

of sales. There are at least two good
DODGERS NO LONGER.
ADVERTISE A SALE reasons why.
The first "why" is that the farmThe following from the pen of er must sell his offerings all in one
Jewell Mayes, secretary of the Mis- day, while the merchant has many
souri State Board of Agriculture, ap- days in which to find a buyer.
The second renson "why" is that
peared recently in several newspepers
the farmer must Wing people to his
state;
the
of
farm who are not in the habit of comThe farmer who is going to hold a ing there,
while the merchant's cusgeneral sale or a public auction of tomers
ore mainly those who already
purebred live stock needs to spend come to his
store more or less regumore for advertising thnn does the larly.
merchant for the same total amount
The farmer who tries to hold a
general sale or a pure-brelivestock
auction without having conducted a
Many Ills D113 To Catarrh systematic advertising cumpuign in
proportion to the total value of his
The mucous membranes throughout the body are subject to catarrhal offerings, is recklessly inviting needcongestion resulting la many serious less losses.
complications.
The "pulling" value of newspaper
advertising
is so well recognized thut
PE-RU-MA
it i.i absolutely needless to argue in
;
WMKmwk aacf
its behalf. In relation to farm sales
Coughs, colds, nasal cstarrh, stom-acit is signally valuable, bringing in
and bowel troubles among the new bidders who come from beyond
most common diseases due to catarrhthe neighborhood after the "stuff"
al conditiooH.
A very dependable remedy after1 that they have read of being for salo
protracted sickness, the grip or Spanat the stated place and day.
ish Flu.
Tho dodger or handbill formerly
PR RU NA Is a good medicine to
was of important service, yet too lohave on hand for emergencies.
cal in circulation since this sort of
SiH ErtrKliiii
Tkfelstt f Usjokt
publicity was too generally read by
IN USE FIFTY YEARS
d

h

those who already knew of the
its offerings.
The handbill or
poster was really readable on a treft
or crossiejiuds post in the good old
days of horseback and wagon, but the
tin lizzie now whizzes by without permitting you tojiee anything more Uaa
a white streak. The dodger today is
dead one, when compared to the
newspnper ad, read by hundreds .if
thousands.
A page or quarter page advertisement is always a bidder-bringand
a price booster, nnd if it is on important farm or stock sale of considerable total the advertising should
run through a lurger number of issues than has been the common, prac-vic- e
in the past.
Starting your advertising a iHflc--'
sooner tends to hold other sales oft
your dating as well as developing
your scope of interest and number
of bidders.
Advertising rightly plnnned, is not
an "expense"
it is an "investment
that doubles itself ninny times over
on the sale day. Publisher's Review.
sal-an-

If a man will profit enough by
of his mistakes, he soon will
seeing the Inst of them.

Charming new sport hats feature an
ribbon,
attractive narrow
two-ton- e

.

worked In sections between rows of
'
mllun liemp.
Among the tailor hats, hemp, llsere
and mllan straw sre almost equally
popular.
A slight preference, how.
eV(,rt t KV,,n t0 ,n hemp,
A novel but very attractive model
Is made of faille and trimmed with
large circles of hemp In rainbow col- nrltigs.
Among the large shapes for spring
Is a hat made of black straw with so
anderbrlm of block velvet. The edge
of the brim Is cut to represent leaves.
Black velvet ribbon Is used about the
crown.
A chic little French model takes th
shape of a toque.- - It Is made simply
of loops of blood crepe de chine ith
on one side.
a fall of
Glycerine ostrich and vulture feath.
ers are very popular. These hanging
feather trims In a great msny cases
hang to the wtlstllne and even below.
The ends of the vulture art frequently
tipped with gold or silver.
gft hats promise to be by fs th
most popular of all the shapes.
On ninny of the French models re
cently Imported, there Is much cherry
and grape trimming In hanging effects.

ADJUSTING THE BODY
But here is the parting of ways. Utilizing the fundamental sciences of
body construction and the diagnostic instruments of precision, the osteopath then proceeds to a structural diagnosis of the mechanical cause of
the disturbed body action. Finding this, his treatment instead of consisting
of pills and potions ts simply a correction or adjustment with his hands of
the crooked, twisted or distorted portion of the! machinery. The osteopath
does not cure. Nature does that. The osteopath simply twists the body
into shape thereby eliminating the handicap which has prevented nature
from accomplishing the cure before.
This cannot always be done. U it could be. osteopathy would be magic
or witchcraft, or divine healing. But it can be done and is being done
much more often than by the old fashioned methods. There are still Incurable diseases. Osteopaths do not claim to cure these. There are still sury
gical conditions which should be operated upon surgically. Rational
Is osteopathic, as it is the mechanical removal of obstructions to health.
There are still cases of poisoning. Osteopaths will not cure these. Chemical
not nnv less indicated because of the success of osteopathy.
ntinto.
Anesthetics are still necessary just as is anything else which is of proved
scientific value. No one appreciates antiseptics more than the osteopath.
Any critic who imputes to osteopathy Uie tho denial of the proper place of
any of these things is making jiimseji more rtaicuious man ne is injuring
the new school of practice,
The only patients osteopaths had the opportunity of treating were those
whom the practicians of other schools had failed to relievo. Consequently,
if osteopathy was not curative, and if it were not more curative than medicine it would have died of starvation years ago instsad of increasing more
Use of Laces.
rapidly than any other school of practice ever did before. Its innumerable
bnt
Laces are used extensively,
incurable cases, jind its phenominaUy rapid progress
cures of
(Adv.) rather ss a decorative feature, Instead
evidence of its merit.
Of tbs substuiics of Ua gown.
sur-ger-

.

'

con-stitu-
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How Chronic Diseases Are Cured
Pressure on nerves causes neurasthenia, const pution, rheumatism, asthma, neuralgia, dyspepsia,
Bright's disease, heart trouble, etc. This pressure on the nerves results from the nerves becoming impinged by the displacement of the spinal vertebrae from which the nerves eminate, and if this dis- is not corrected nnd the impinged nerves released, tho disease resulting therefrom will
Slacernent

It can be easily understood that such chronic diseases cannot be cured by simply treating or
"doctoring" for the disease. We must get back ofthe "effect" and deal with the "cause," which is
the pressure on the nerves which have become impinged; and Chiropractic is a safe, simple way of
removing such conditions.
,
The Wonderful Success In Adjusting All Chronic, and Seemingly Hopeless Cases of Every Known
Malady, Demands that You Investigate Chiropractic.
STOP AND THINK
Look at your body
Think constructively of what you have read in this series of advertisements.
as a magnificent machine. When each part Is in proper place, you have health ; but when parts are
displaced, sickness, untimely decay, and death will be the inevitable result, so do not hesitate about
your case because it is old or chronic, for indeed, it is usually such cases that go to the Chiropractor,
having tried other methods without the desired results.
You sre cordially invited to call at my office, and receive any information you may desire about
Chiropractic.

S. J. WRIGHT, D. C.
Graduate of National College of Chiropractic,
Room 2, Farmers State Bank Buildinglelcphone
Office Hours: 9:00 a. m. to ?'00 p, m.
N. B.

Chicago. Class of 1914.
346, Clovis, New Mexico.
Sundays by appointment.

Read "How Chronic Diteatee Are Cured" In this paper next week.
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"Business is Good."
FARWELL
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Whinery with Edna Johnston.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Cameron, Jr.,
were shopping in Grady Friday.
Lawrence Milelr is on the sick list.
Mr. McGrew and children, Beulah
and Ray, and Miss Dovie Dunning,
and Rev. Crawford, all of Grady,
were at New Hope Sunday p. m.
was
Cleveland Johnston
elected
school trustee at Boncy Monday. The
other two trustees are J. R. Burnett
and J. Z. Isler.
Jess Goodson was elected supervisor on school district No. 2, Monday.
Justus Leach bought a new Ford
car at Clovis last week. He and his
father, J. A. Leach, and Eugene Har-rand Cliff McCall left Sunday
morning in the car to go west to ldbk
for a location.
A large crowd was present at New
Hope both Sunday morning and afternoon. Rev. Fickcy of Bard preached
in the morning after Sunday school.
In the afternoon a singing class was
organized of which R. A. Lowe was
elected president, Mr. Farmer, vice
presidnt; Edna Johnscton, secretary
and Virgil Dunn, organist
Grovcr Cogdill is freighting maize
to Clovis for R. N. Sutton.
Mr. Evans of Carroll County, Mo.,
who is visiting his sister, Mrs. H. D.
Shhan, was a pleasant visitor at tlie
Goodson home Saturday.
Mr. and
Mrs. Goodson 'r old home was former-- )
lv in fiirrnll Pninilv Mi
J. L. Hamnion bought a team of
horses of Willie Johnston last week,
Before he reached home he sold one (g)
of them to R. X. Sutton.
v
Having received n telegram
ing that his wife's father whs nt the
point of death at Stonewall, Okla.,
George Simpson and family
left
Thursday for that place.
A company consisting of forty-twrelatives ate Easter dinner at the
homo of J. W. Fryar.
A n il Edmonson
sold his baby
grand Chevrolet car to Cleveland
Johnston the last of the week.
The
prayer meetings at
New Hope have been attended b)
large crowds.
J. W. Shaver accompanied by Bonnie took a truck load of threshed
Kaffir to Clovis Saturday.
Willie Johnston bought a Titan
tractor of Marion Meredith last week.
M ss Delia Bidding will close her
school at Boncy Friday night, April 8.
There is to be a program and pie supper at night, the proceeds to be used
'
to purchase a school library.
Mrs. Simpson and her father, Mr.
Bradshaw, were ha having milling
done Saturday.
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Phone

40
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OILS
-

GAS

-

COAL

FEEDS
WORK CLOTHES
-

RAWLEIGH'S REMEDIES

WE'LL GRIND YOUR FEED

-

We'll Soil You the Best Grinder Made.
We'll Sell You the Celebrated Coleman Tractor

-

You are always welcome at our stores if to buy, if j
to use our phone, if to borrow our hammer, if to ask 1
IUa
rviua !
a' Arttr if n cnf Ivtr rmr eAtrn Tn font
'ou :vic is our Jelight.
t
r

.
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Firestone is opening her spring business
with her "World's Standard
Tire" at these prices
You Can Get New Ones on All Around
Tubes

stat-iW-

Cameron Urs. made a trip to

s

Clo-vi-

Monday.

NEWS

The all day meeting

at Blair

on

last Wednesday failed to materialize
!

Hollcnc spout
Flo Cameron of
Saturday with hoinefulks.
Mrs. L. C. Tillmiin mid Mrs. ('has.
Tillman caUi'd on Mrs. W.jds Friday

on account of the cold weather. However, the speakers were there on
time, ami u small crowd assembled

i.

Plain

Nonskid

30x3
30x3y2
32x3y2

$13.50.

$14.95

33x4
34x4
32x4y2
33x4y2
34x4y2

Sullivan's Grocery and
Market

4

,vuu

!!
auie your, win

.

ft

33x5
35x5
37x5

33.90..

4.55....

34.65
43.20
44.55
46.05
48.05

-- ss.

mm tQt

YoDr Problem Now to make a greater income on your labor;
and on your farm investment with a decreasing labor supply.
The Solution adopt Power-farmin- g
methods and use the
thoroughly reliable, economical, and easily handled E-12-2- 0
Tractor.
B

already have the satisfaction of knowing that
with their' E-0
Tractor, they can do more work, easier
and cheaper, than ever before.
It is a very simple matter to change from
g
to
power-farmin- g
with E-machinery. We want to explain how
you can make more profit from your farming operations.

36x6
38x7

.

109.10
140.56

Taylor's Tire and
attery Station

m

PUBLICATION NOTICE

NEWS

GRADY

ICuurry County, New Mexico, in Clo- vis' :l'w Moxi,,.
the day, time and
In the
estate of Wil- - place
for hearing objections, if any
iiuii a. mvenucr,
.No.Zf.li. there be, to said report and discharge
Therefore' any person oV persons
Notice is hereby given that Eva M.
Cavende.', administratrix of the es wishing to object are hereby notified
tate of William S. Cavender, deceas-t- o
Me the r objoctioi on or before
cd, has filed her final report and the day set for th he ring,
askul to be discharged, and the Hon. (SEAL)
DANIEL BOONE,
A. L. PhillipsJudge if the Probate
County Clerk
Court f Curry County, New Mexico,
has set the 2nd day of Mey, 1921, at EXPERIENCED Senmst'ress
wanti
the hour of ten o'clock a. m., at the
sewing, prices reasonable.
Miss
Court room of the Probate Court of Bohn, phone 287, 201 S. Axtell.
.(.

The school was delighted with the
lectures delivered to them in assembly
Monday marninf? by Bro. Garret and
on Tuesday morniiiK by Bro. CrawWe arc always anxious for
ford.
them to come and talk to us.
Mrs. Durand was with us a short
She
while last Thursday afternoon.
was here in the interest of the club
'work for next year, (irady clubs
have every prospect of doing better
work than last year.
Friday was a day of gwal events
Surprisingly few
in our school.
pranks were played however. The
hih school and seventh and eighth
frrades were taken on a hike and the
little folks were served fruit and cake.
The junior class entertained the
party last
faculty at a children's
Friday evening. It was a success
from the first to the last. This wa''
one of our most enjoyable functions
of the year.
The election of a member of the
school board and road overseer caused quite a bit of excitement in Grady
Monday morning-

777T
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10-4- p

1.4,

J. R. DENHOF
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
15 Years Experience
Latest, Must
Kquipmpnt
4 II lt
.
i
.an
oriv uuarawecu
DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY
Up-to-Ba- te

I

v
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A.

NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the un
dorsiirned was. on the 3rd day of
January, 1921, appointed executor of
the estate of Edward Lcmoinc, de
e
ceased, by Hon. A. L. Phillips,
Judire of Curry County, New

horse-farmin-

RELIABLE

Tro-bat-

Full Line of Repairs for all

RESPECTFUL

Mexico.

Therefore,

all

persons

having

against said estate are hereclaim
by notified to file the same with the
County Clerk of Curry County, with-

Farm Implements

in one year from date of this notice,
as provided by law, or the same will
be forever barred.
W. II. BOWMAN,
Executor.

sold on Easy Terms

& CO.

I

-

S
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Old Planing Mill Building near City Power Plant

REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

J
to

I
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$ 77.02

40x8.

News Classified Ads bring results.

B

l HL TRIMBLE

.

5.80
5.90
7.10
7.60
8.45

12-2-

our Farm Implements

5.70..--

8.05....

-

Thousands

All

4.70.

(Jiant Pneumatics Seconds at this

"Knows!
Well,
rather!
dear fellow, I argued with
her about it 1 hia morning for nearly
half an hour."

B

E--B

50.15
51.70
53.05
56.75
58.05
59.50
61.30
62.55
70.70
74.20
78.05

5.55

T

Why, my

Solve Your Problem with
an E-- 12-2- 0
Tractor

B

26.90
32.30

you?"
Todd

ft

w

-

30.00
39.45

3.50
4.20
4.40

Knows l m going home to dinner witli

day.
Mr. Prior and family t.)ok Sunday
dinner at the home of F. B. Scott,
Try n '"lr.vis News Classified A.i
and Mr. and Mrs.- Farmer and Ruby Try il.em phone 97.

!

30.50
31.20
- 38.85
40.10
41.40
43.25

35x4i2

CHEERING.
((

.... 29.05.

3.05.

36x4y2...

it

V...I.I
.hwiiu

24.75.

-

Nonskid
Cords

$2.60

16.65.... 17.85
21.85.... 24.25

32x4.

mid-wee- k

and spent the day at Mrs. Dunn's.
Some from line
attended
the
.afternoon,
Farmers' Mutual Hail Insurance AsMr. and Mrs. A. W. Cameion, Jr.,
sociation meeting at Forrest Inst
spent th day at Mrs, Dunn's last Saturday. They report a very large
Wednesday.
crowd including a band from Tucum-earMrs, Midu Woods was quite sick
lust week but is better at this writJohn Sharp of Grandficld, Okla.,
ing. The well drill is still at their
visited his daughter, Hazel Isler, the
last of the week. He had been out
out to Buchanan, X. M., in the in
terest of his claim there. He is visit-in- g
f
other relatives in the valley this
week before returning to Gramlfield.
We Sell
While cranking a car Sunday morn-inSKINNER'S
fiesta Helsley dislocated her
wrist. She was Ukn to Dr. Hale at
The HiRheit Grade Macaroni,
(I'rady who set it and placed it in
Noodles,
Spaghetti, Egg
and
splints.
other Macaroni products.
The I'anish machine was threshing
for J. R. Burnett Friday and Satur-

Sizes

31x4..

()

o
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CAMERON

This .Is. Simply Awful!

ll

co

to

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.

co

H
Try a Clovis News Classified Ad.
Phone us. No. 97.

Day Phone

zil

JOHNSON BROS.
Night Phone 233

jj
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Brought Into United States as

War Emergency Measure To
Help Labor Shortage.
Mexicans brought

Washington

our
td see
cJewelru

C Wmm

-

VV.- -

Ci

GIFTS THAT LAST
We have something appropriate for most any
occasion. You can always find a gift worth while
here whether it he for birthday, wedding or any remembrance.

rWfPCW

Begin now to plan for your graduation present.
Conunenccnient will soon be here. Let us help you
make u selection.

Denhof Jewelry Co.
REGISTERED OPTOMETRISTS

for kidney and bladder troubles,

grav-

el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladdor in both men and women. If
sot sold by your druggist will be tent
oy mail on receipt of $1.25. One
mall bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Fall
2928 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo Sold
by druggists.

SfiVn

News Classified Ads bring results.
Phone ui. No. 07.

j

Washington, . D. C March II.
President Harding today received his
first monthly pay check. It was for
$5520.24. Ordinarily the monthly
pay check sent to the president by
for $0.2.r)0, but Mr. Harding was
for$(i2fi0. lint Mi
TTnvilino
uao
"docked" for the three and a half
days that Woodrow Wilson served as
president this month.

of New Mexico to A. G.

f

i

hit

$

H

11 MM
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biles, threshing machines and live stock.

If everyone stopped to figure just

they could
carry insurance, no one would carry their own risk against fire.
Do you know that less that one half cent per day for each $100.00
insurance pays the bill on either city residence or f?rm dwelling
houses and less than one cent per day for $100.00 pays the insurhow cheap

ance on brick buildings or stocks of goods in same? Can you
ford to do without insurance at this price?

af-

We do not expect to write all the insurance in Clovis by any
means. We do hope to get some of it and EVERY LITTLE BIT
HELPS and our motto in writing insurance will be the same we
use in our loan and real estate business

PROMPT SERVICE.

Talk to us about your next insurance policy, farm loan or
t

real estate deal.

Craw-for-

Defendant, Greeting:
You are notified that W. E.
has begun a suit against you in
the District Court of Curry County,
New Mexico, in Cause No. 1750, and
that the genera) objects of said ac
tion are to foreclose
real estate
mortgage, executed by you, the plaintiff, to secure a note for $500.00 upon the following real estate:
Southwest
and NorthThe News Classified ads get results west
and Southeast one- -

s

fr

We now write fire, lightning, and tornado insurance on business houses, stocks of goods, dwellings, farm houses, automo-

NOTICE OF SUIT.

State

Hi

nTl

k

farms and ranches in the border
states must be returned to the port
of entry by April 14, under a modified order issued by the Department
of Labor, unless an extension of time
is granted upon application. The order was originally made as a war
emergency upon the showing of farmers and ranchmen that they would be
unable to maintain productiou without a temporary suspension of the immigration luw with reference to the
hend tax and certain tests as to Mexi- (fa
cans.
After four years of operation the
ruling was revoked by Secretary of
Labor Wilson on March 1. The incoming administration on March 14
extended the requirements of delivery of the Mexicans at the ports by
the employers until April 14. It was
provided in the supplementary order,
g
issued by Assistant Secretary
of the Labor Department, that
the delivery as indicated would be required unless an extension of time
was granted by the department
which would be only upon showing
of a necessity, sustained by satisfactory proof. The applications rmiy
he made through the inspectors in
to Wash1 charge at the port or direct
ington.
The authority to extend the time
1 would he granted only in cuse of
agricultural workers, it was stated,
which term would include ranch workers as well.

"RESIDENT HARDING CETS
FIRST MONTHLY PAY CHECK

TEXAS WONDER

n

c

Hen-nin-

Graduation Gifts

T

in-

to the country under provisions of the
order issued during the Wilson administration for temporary work on

Come
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YOURS FCR SERVICE
'

Union Mortgage Co.
.
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quarter of the Southwest
had dinner spread for all in real pic- Henry Ford says that cows ara
of Section 35, In Township 4 North nic fashion. Among the visitors pies- - superfluous and that a machine caa.
of Range 34 East, Curry County, ent were Mr. nnd Mrs. Lewis, Sr., 'take their place. It is a safe bet that
New Mexico.
On Lewis and wife, Mr. and Mrs. R. his' flivver has already weaned more
and to cause said land to be sold to E. Sheridan, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. boys from milking than any other
satisfy said note and judgment and Walls and sons, Will and Lou, Mr. modern invention.
that unless you plead in said cause on and Mrs. Sam Williams, Mr. Rutheror before the Cth day of May, 1921, ford and son Hardie, Mr. Dewey Wiljudgment by default will be taken liams, Mrs. Carl Moore, Mrs. Willagainst you and said land will
Ooodson,
Mrs.
Edna
iams,, Mrs.
We Sell
that the attorney for plnintiff Rutherford Mrs. Miron Justus, Mrs.
is A. W. Hockenhull of Clovis, New Ott Hutehins.
Mrs. Walls and Mr.
Mexico.
SKINNER'S
Hiillis made talks that were appreWitness my hand and seal of said ciated by all. The children of both
Court at Cbvis, New Mexico, this districts did well With the r spL !!:i:g
The Higheit Grade Macaroni, T
23rd day of March, 1021.
SpnRhrtti.Egi
Noodles, and
and cyphering. We thank tlvin
much for the courtesy shown us.
(SEAL)
uiuur macaroni proaucciDANIEL BOONE,
County Clerk and
Clerk
Four of the pupils of our schorl
of the District Court.
ltc took the eighth gradv tute examina
Temple's Grocery
tions last week. They were, Horuce
.).
Chambers, Andrew Chitwcud, Opal
.
T'innks
Hollis and Jessie Sheridan
RUTH ITEMS
to the good ninnngo'iicnt of our teach-sh- e
did not have to dismiss school
while giving the examinations.
(Too Late for Last Week)
Mr. Ed Wright and family, after
Ruth school had a real picnic
They visited Jones school and (trying Colorado, Washington and
Oregon, have moved back to the "SunI
It ! agaimt the statutes of
shine State," well satisfied that this
New Mexico to take into custois the only place to live. They are
dy any citizen caught doing the
We
now visiting at Mrs. Disney's.
following:
certainly welcome them back.

r(j

ft

i

Happy, healthy children love to romp and play.
When unfavorable weather confines them indoors, how their active little feet are wont to raise
f lie germ laden dust particles from rugs and floor
coverings.
Guard the kiddies' health with the Amtrka. lt
gu'ts all the dust and deeply embedded dirt.
America exclusive features provide every coneven in
venience for cleaning everywhere
corners and along basvhoards. I.s fric tion driven
brush picks up all threads and liat anJ freshens
floor coverings by gently brushing the nap
both ways.
home dmmrtritlirn, A'o r''icrtiifc Convtment
Ait
monthly faymtnU if vou "VluH, ivlun jn buy.

jr

A VOLCANO in ac
fire frequently bursts
without warning upon a
Community. Only by sound insurance can you be indemnified
for the losses it may bring to
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you.

The Hartford Fire Insuran e

NiMH electric Co.
.

OF CLOVIS

Company has stood between its
customers and losses for more
than a century. It will promptly
reimburse you for fire damage
if you buy its insurance protection.
The Hartford's Fire Prevention Engineers will help you,
through this agency, to remove
perils which cause fire,

Police Notice

Little Willie Sheridan is still improving, but is not in school yet.
Mrs. Pearl Sheridan spent a pleasant evening last week at the home of
Mrs. Lizzie Watkins.
Mrs. Mwion Stout spent Thursday
night with Mrs. Walter Sheridan, as
she is batch'ng while Mr. Sheridan
is serving on the jury.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moare spent
Sunday with Mrs. Nation.
Grandpa Griffith of Clovis spent
one night last week at the home of.
Mrs. R. E. Sheridan.
It seems that the cold weather has
gotten the best of the grcan bugs.
Most of the farmers have been pas
turing their wheat to tramp them out,
and we think this has helped, too.
Several from here have been prospecting about 200 miles north of
Clovis, and some of them filed on
claims. Those who filed are Marion
Stuot, Claud Justus and his brother,
Elmer. We wish them success in
their undertaking, as it takes some
nerve to hold down a claim. We
know the land can't
beat Curry
county, even if they 'do have plenty
of wood to burn.
.

dancers just
The
naturally have to have their weak
heads propped up.
cheek-to-chee- k

The Scheurich Agency

J

-

j

HOLDING UP I he baby.
BRIBING the hotel clerk for
a room.
PICKING Cotton.
ASSAULTING
peanuta.
ROBBING Peter to pay Paul.
STEALING a kits.
KILLING time.
MURDERING a part.
STRIKING a balance.
BURNING candles.
FORCING ahead.
SMASHING the record
POACHING egga.
TRESPASSING
oa good na-

ture.
RUSTLING leaves.
DIPPING rolls in coffee.
SHOOTING the chutes.
CHEATING the undertaker.
TAKING of fenao.
BEATING carpet.
SWEARING off the taioa.
MOONSHINING on the lake.
BOOTLEGGING
a
vicious
dog.
BURGLARIZING the wife'
purse.
a
HIGHJACKING
car
ts
change tire.
GAMBLING on the green.
BREAKING into the office of
the Weatern Elevator Company
to get their price on grain.

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
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Do not think

that your books are for
your records only they are also the
best authority you can find on your

Boys' and Girls'
Club Corner
By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader

I

The Boyb' and Girls' Club News,
published by the Extension Servic'c
ait Fort Collins, Colorado, is a real
S'rt little club sheet. It carries a
..number of good cuts o;'ch month and
rjif February number hud an especially good one of the Grady team in
vhvir demonstration work at the Den-

ver

show.

Here is one corn club boy's record
f.iiat might prove interesting to those
boys who are enrolling in the corn

project for this year.
.Cost of Crop

Plowing
5'lanting

&

Hours Self Team Cost
Harrow's; 24 24 fU.Gu
3

3
38
10

Cultivate & Hoe'g..50
Jlarv'sfg, Husk'g etc (ifl
Bent of land.!

Ost

of seed
Other expense

GRAND AVE

Important' Poultry

Diseases No.
1114.
GrowinK Annual Flowering
Plants No. 1171. Both of che above
are Farmers' Bulletins of which you
may be in need just now.

AND

cost of crop
..$"4.05
Total yield in bushels (58 pounds
!)(!
7
to the bushel)

Value of Crop
Bu. of murkutahlc corn (sold
$ 5(5.00
mid used) 2HI10 Hi
I'll, of seed coi n (sold or
208.00
used) 2I1H0 lb....
' odder
10.00

...r

Total
Cott of crop

$204.00

Profit

$IX!).!)5

74.05

This is not including the $20 he reexhibit at
ceived for his prize
the corn show.

"THE PRICE IS THE THING"

MITCIIELL ST.

MITCHELL ST.

AND

Household Hints.
Do you have a high stool in your

ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE SECURED THE AGENCY FOR THE SLIPOVA LINE OF
CHILDREN'S PLAY GARMENTS AND NOW HAVE A 'COMPLETE STOCK FOR YOUR

kitchen? They cost but little and the
time has gone when one is considered
lazy because she tits down whilo she
works.
How far do you walk in a year to
carry water for your household? It
costs very little to pipe water into
the kitchen sink and in one year it
will save thousands of steps.
is a big
The long, hard wash-dadrain on the energies of the housewife. Why not attach the gasoline
engine to'the washing machine if you
cannot have electricity? These forces
work quickly and do not tire.
y

1.35
18.30
10.C0
Buying Hints For Children's Clothing
20.00
Buy clothes that arc simply made
1.50
and of strong material.
7.80
Buy white goods for underwear by

Total

A.B. Austin & Co.

GRAND AVE

Tumbler Special Saturday

Box Stationery

April 9th

A quantity on sale Saturday. .Standard size
24 envelopes and 24 sheets paper, wide range
of colors and tints.

Horseshoe Tumblers, regular price 10c each,
40c
Saturday, 6 for
75c
12 for

the bolt. It cuts to better advantage
and there is not so much waste as
when buying in shorter lengths.
Buy two pairs of trousers
with
Johnny's new suit. One coat will
easily outwear them.
Buy the second size for the new.
baby's little shirt and stockings. The
first size is outgrown too soon.
Buy hose a half size too large. They
will soon shape themselves to the feet.
Feet may be deformed because of
short hose as Well as because of tight
shoes.
The larger hose 'do not Wear
out as easily either.

PER BOX 29c

NATIONAL GINGHAM WEEK HAS BEEN QUITE A SUCCESS SO FAR AS WE ARE CONCERN-ED- .
WE WILL HAVE SPECIAL OFFERINGS FOR SATURDAY AND REQUEST YOUR PRESENCE FOR AN INSPECTION

GRAND AVENUE AND

A, B. AUSTIN

MITCHELL STREET

&

GRAND AVENUE AND

GO,

MITCHELL STREET

"THE PRICE IS THE THING"

ir

when so
In these modern day
much i. being accomplished by coOne boy, in writing his story of big operative effort, why not have co
pig club, said: "To be a giod pig club operative laundries? These are com- !the Denver Stock Sh:v and is one of
in no way from an ordinary corpora- - n limited amouni of stoc!
ineniher a boy must rise early in the inonly installed in connection with co
In connection with the Grain
3. Dividends on nlock must be
tion.
I lie same pow
those men that make the Denver trip
rporative
creameries.
lYIOHling."
l'lan, the committee of 17itid to a reasonable rate
mean so much to those who won it.
er serves for both and the laundry
by the American Kami Bu-- 1
4. The balance of
the earnings
Max and Merylc Ogle sold 1000 from the farm is gathered bv the appointed
rcau Federation adopted a set of
cost and surplus funds must be
"The six biggest words in Boys'
loven ears' of sweet corn from their same wagon that gathers mill;. Min(iiii'ements which an elevator com- - distributed as patronage dividends, and Girls' club work at the present
vnrden lust year for which they re- nesota bus such laundries, one of
5. No proxy voting shall
be
which has been in successful opera- pany must meet in order to bo con- time are: Club, kx'. nsinn, Cooperaceived $158.20.
truly
insofar as lowed.
tion for ten years.
tion. Demoi.stration, Contest, mid
(J. Ownership
it can do so under the laws of the
of common stock Achievement. Deleware Club LeadThe garden club members of G repCooperative Aitociation? slate in which it is incorporatd. These! must lie limited to grain growers,
er.
ly Colo., established a Saturday mar- What is
7. Stock must be ava 'table for sale
Th word "cooperative" is a much requirements in brief are as follows:
ket in 1918 that has been in oueration
the corn-vot1. Kach stockholder can have one, to any grain grower in
misused term and it is not uncommon
'ver since.
The seven pigs for the club at Havmunity who wishes to become a stock- to find cooperative attached to the
ener arrived Tuesday morning. They
2. Each stockholder c;;u own nr.lv holder.
Are you vending your club books? name of an organization that differs
were purchased from Dr. A. D. ('rile

Opportunities

For

Livestock Clubs of R.iswell and are extra well bred.

The following projects .are being
Q) promoted lit West Chapel this year:
warden, poultry, coin, pig and Sewirg.
yg. All arc standard clubs. Mr. Tom Davis
Wiwas sefected as leader for the corn
J'and garden clubs. Mr. Louis Chap-- !
mail will have charge of the pig club!
CN
Uj aiui iinss Allium A ileum will lie lead
for llv? girls. The girls who are
School
ut Melrose will do
their clul) work with the group at
West Chapel through the summer.
(g)

!

FTY
for the

M

....

,

r---

.The

i

operation which i'rof. Rose gives to
the club we k they arc sure to have a

.

NOW IT THE TIME TO FIT THE BOY OUT
WITH THE NIFTIEST TOGS ON THE MARKET.
AND THEY'RE REASONABLY PRICED,
AND STYLISH.

group of live workers.
Katichvale has organized and selected leaders. Miss Ethel jell will
lead the girls in their work this year
and Mr. Arthur lieid was selected by
the bny.s to h'dp them go over the top.
With but one or two
every
boy ami girl n ItmchvaU- that is of
club rtfe has lined up a id read;.- to go.
Grady is showing n great dent of
interest in her club work for this
year. They will organize as they
did last year with each project sepa
rately and a fcderateralion
of all
projects in one general club, (iradv
had the best conducted business meet
ings of any group in the county lust
year, but they will have to go a step
better this year if they keep that
place na Borne of the other communities are organizing with more care
(9) this year.
4
Dewey Sapp of Deleware has been
given the highest honor that can come
to a club boy in that state.
He has
been elected one of the directors of
x
the
Fair hoard and appointed superintendent of the Boys'
and Girls' Club department. The Fair
0
dates are July
inclusive, and
his premium list provides for some
very good dcmonstmUon work.

life.;

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF "XTRA-GOOD- "
SUITS, AND THE LATEST BLOUSES,

m

A

--

SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR AND CAPS.

D

.

1
m

H. G. Rowly of Ft. Sumner was a
('lovis visitor Monday.

Neglect opportunity, and opportuity.
J
.
Some of the club members are ity will neglect you.
t'
ni'iking thi ir savings accounts something of which to be proud. Are you
adding to yours?
Clovis
f
l.i
ctie-i'-

er

Marble Works
Continues to Grow

c purchased ninth
can
now tlmu it could a year ai,o.

''eed is lelnliwly cheaper in propor-toto the price of at nek. A large
'lumber of boys and girls will take advantage of these opportunities to get
int.) club work and line up with lasc
yar's membership in the nig, sow and
litter or calf clubs. Livestock cluln
are being formed ry a majority of
the county agents in the state and
any boy or girl can get into this interesting and profitable game by tnk-- .
a; r up the matter with their county
n

Dad Dwight, proprietor
"luvis Marble Works, has

of the
a largo
nock of monuments and grave murk
crs from $20.00 up to $.'i0.00. He now
has ano'.htr engraver to help givo you
quick service. He has r ? agents ai'.d
can r.ive the customer the advance
nf t'li rend man's fees. See him gooh
is he is thinking of moving his ynnd
o a better place then you will hnvt
m buy your grave stouts from a
I
profiteering agent.

i

,

M'.'Ujlt.

MRS. CANNON

See the Large
Stock of Marble
r

Come

DEAD

The funeral of Mrs, J. S. Cannon,

Words and zMusic
1

Kent-Susse-

.

20-3-

)(Sj

I

vho died at her home, corner of LunJ j
tnd Oter.1) Streets, Saturday iveniiijf j
about 8 o'clock, took place ut tl j
home Sunday 3 p. in., services coii
ducted by Kev. S. E, Thompson.
Mrs. Cannon was born in Tennc.wu
September 20,1 8 ifi, was married W
J. S. Cannon April 1!),1!)16. Th
came to New Mexico in October, l(.ll8i
where she has lived until the time ojf
her death. Interment was made ifi j
1 "Jj
the ( lovis cemetery.

out-ude-

COM-FORATBL- E

m

county leader visited Claud,

and t'irudy on the HJst. Claud
is just opening the work there for
his year and with the splendid coRut h

Boy

9

t

I!

PHONE? 258

CLEANING

PRESSING

x

REPAIRING

"Possession and ownership nre the
fundnmrntnls of good citizenship.
Property that earns directly or indi
rectly for you, creates pride of possession and contentment,

"tMlU
makers of Eagle Shirts write their own
and music and play their own themes.
exclusive patterns arc the creations of
their own designers, the fabrics the output of their
looms. Every tiuili is Eaplc-namcThe makers arc
not like the cuckoo described by the boy as a "bird ,
what don't lay his own eggs himself."

THE

.

"The homo you own not only earns
whatever you might pay for a simi
lar place, but establishes In your mind
a greater Incentive to beautify and
add many comforts you would not
care to put into someone else's property thereby making it truly a home,
Geo. T. Wells.
Mr. Wells is superintendent of the
Boys and Girls Club department of

AJitri'ta
noil HOIJ

Kendall Dry Goods Co.

Jj

'!i

